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UNITED AT LAST.
O see that lady in white talking 
with Clarke?”
The speaker was a tall, dis­
tinguished looking man of 35, 
in uniform of a cavalry colonel 
in the Confederate service. The time 
was a summer night in 1863; the place, 
the hotel parlor in a small village in mid­
dle Tennessee. The occasion was a 
“ hop” given in honor of a detachment of 
“ Forrest’s Cavalry”  the daring riders 
whose names are household words in 
Southern homes, from the mountains of 
Tennessee to the valleys of the Missis­
sippi. The young lady referred to was a 
pretty, graceful girl, with dark gray eyes, 
waving hair of a dark reddish gold, and 
the exquisite complexion that accom­
panies it.
“ Who is she?’ asked the colonel's
companion.
“ That is Picton’s sweetheart, Miss 
Garnett.’
“ Not the same that saved his life after 
Shiloh?’ said Capt. Barclay.
“ The same,’ rejoined Col. Terry. 
“ She is a little creature to do such a 
thing, but she did. You see she was in 
the neighborhood at the time of the battle, 
and somebody told her that Picton was 
billed. She went over the field and 
found him, badly wounded through the 
lung, but still alive. She sent a boy that 
*he had brought with her to hunt up a 
Rurgeon, and she stayed by Picton. The 
W  found Dr. Co wan, and when they got 
hack Miss Garnett had raised Picton up, 
with his head on her breast, so that he 
could breathe more easily. Dr. Cowan 
examined the wound without moving him, 
ar>d told her he was afraid it was hopeless, 
for the least motion, even laying him I
down again, might produce a fatal hem­
orrhage. If he could be kept perfectly 
quiet until morning and the bleeding 
checked during the night, he might have 
‘a bare chance of pulling through.’ ,W ell’ 
said the brave little woman’ he shall be 
kept quiet, for I will stay just here and 
not let him move.’ And, by George she 
did: she never stirred all night, and in 
the morning they carried him to the near­
est house, and she nursed him until he 
was out of danger.’
“ That’s a sweetheart worth having, 
said Capt. B arclay, with a glance of ad­
miration at the snbject of their conversa- 
t on.
Half an hour later Col. Terry was at 
Miss Garnett’s, receiving a warm greet­
ing that told that the two were fast friends.
“ Tell me of my friends in the old bat- 
tilion,’ she said presently.
“ How many?’ he asked quizzically; 
“ more than one?”
“ I mean what I said,’ she answered, 
with a merry laughjj and a quick bright 
blush; “ I have heard from ‘one’ of them 
very recently.’
“ Does Charley know you are here? 
asked the coloni 1.
“ No, it is a week since I left Memphis. 
Will they join you here?’
“ They?’ he replied inquiringly.
“ The rest o f the command, I  m ean,’ 
she replied, blushing again.
“ A portion of itjjmay, but for that part 
you are particually interested in I cannot 
say. You know they are with the old gen­
eral, and their movements can’t be count­
ed on with any great certainty.’
“ They are the comets of the service,’ 
said Miss Garnett. “ Quite as erratic, at 
all events,’
“ May I have the pleasure of this dance? 
said the colonel, as the band struck .up a 
quadrille. “ I know it is useless to ask 
for a waltz.
The dance over, be led her to a chair, 
and after a moment's gay bandinage, was 
about to resign his place in favor of the 
other claimants for her smiles, when he 
saw a suddenly ghastly pallor overspread 
her fe atures.
“ Miss Alice, you are i l l ! '  he exc la im ed  
anxiously. Let me get you some water.
It was scarcely a moment before his re­
turn, but even then he was shocked at her 
white drawn face.
“ Call my sister!, she said to another 
gentleman with her, while Col. Terry 
had gone for the water, and both had 
reached her at the same time.
“ Lucy take me home,’ she whispered, 
“ I am dying.’
“ Oh, no, darling,’ said her sister, ten­
derly, “ you will be well in the morning.
As quick as possible the carriage was 
called and the sick girl placed in it.
When they were just starting Col. Ter­
ry wished them good night, expressing 
his hope that Miss Alice would have re­
covered by morning. She put out her 
hand, exerting her strength, said distinct­
ly
“ Yes, I shall be well in the morning. 
Tell Charley—”  her voice failed, and
lifting her small white hand, loosened 
the flowers she wore at her breast and 
put them into the colonel's hand. “ Give 
these to him—yes—in the morning. Her 
voice died away to a faint whisper, and 
her head fell back on her sister’s should­
er. The lady who had acted as their chap­
erone hastened to apply restoratives and 
the carriage rolled swiftly away.
The next morning when Col. Terry 
called to inquire after the invalid he had 
no need to ask, for from the door there 
floated the mournful insignia of death. 
Shocked beyond expression, that hardy 
soldier turned away, unable tlieD to even 
offer his services if they were needed. 
He went again after a while and saw Mrs. 
Comeron, the hostess of the sisters during 
their visit. From her he learned the 
brief details of Alice's death. Her attact 
had been a sudden spasm of the heart, 
and she never rallied. She had never 
spoken but once, and they had caught her 
lover’s name, and a repetition of the words 
“ in the morning.’
“ Poor Charley, who will tell him!' 
groaned the colonel when the lady’s voice 
ceased.
“ You are*liis best friend,’ she answered. 
“ I think no one else could do it so gently.
“ I can't,’ he replied, shaking his head. 
“ I would rather face a battery. Why 
you don’t know, you can’t think how his 
very life seems bound up in her; and 
n iw—’
They buried her next morning; six of 
Picton'* friends carried his dead love to 
her grave and then came sadly back, each 
questioning who would bear the tidings 
to the gallant soldier far away with the 
old brigade.
That night the order came to join the 
main command, and by daylight the troops 
were miles away. As they reached the 
vicinity of the appointed rendezvous a 
desultory firing warned them of an ap 
preaching conflict. Presently they form­
ed themselves in the midst of a portion of 
woods overlooking a sloping field, which 
on the opposite side rose to a sharp emi­
nence, on the brow of which was posted 
a Federal battery.
Farther to the right the firing had be­
come sharper, and soon the roll of mus­
ketry swept all along the line.
“ I say, Barclay,’ called Col. Terry, as 
that officer passed him, “ have you seen 
Picton yet?' And as Barclay shook his 
head, added, “ Tell the boys not to let 
him know- yet. Wait till this is over.’
“ All right; I ’ll tell them,’ answered 
Barclay, as he rode away.
“ The general will be wanting that bat­
tery the first thing they know,’ said one 
of the men, as a shell exploded over their 
heads.’
“ Ihar, what did I tell you? he added 
biting off a huge piece o f “ long green;’ 
“ thar go the Mississippi boys now.’
As he spoke, a tawny column moved 
out of the woods and swept gallantly 
across the field. But as they reached the 
center a murderous round of grape and 
canister tore through their ranks and the 
column broke in confusion. Three times
their leader rallied them to the charge, 
and three times they were shattered by 
the gallant fire.
“ Tell you what, boys,’ called the out 
private who bad before spoken, “ thar' 
fun cornin’ now! That’s Gang’s bugle. 
The ‘old regiment want some pie?”
He stooped and felt his saddle girth as 
Gen. Forrest rode up.
“ Boys,’ he exclaimed, pointing with 
his sword, “ I want that battery captured. 
One regiment has tried, and couldn’t take 
it.
Now I want you buyjs to do better than 
that. I am going to lead j-ou and I want 
you all to follow me.
Another cheer was the answer, as the 
men fell into ranks.
“ Charge !’ and down the slope rode the 
gallant ‘old regiment,’ never faltering as 
the grape shot sweeps through serreid 
ranks, closing each gap as it was made by 
the deadly fire; on, on, following the lead 
of the tall figure at the head of the col­
umn, till they rode right over the death- 
dealing guns, ‘sab’ ring the gunners there,’ 
and the woods gave back the ringing ech­
oes of the famous ,‘rebel yell’ as the vic­
tory was won.
Won ! Yes, but at fearful cost. That 
fatal slope was drenched with the blood of 
the Southland's bravest sons.
After the charge Col. Terry tound him­
self face to face with Charley Picton.
“ My God, how can I tell him ! mutter­
ed the colonel to himself as the gallant 
young man rode toward him, holding out 
his band.
“ It takes the ‘old regiment' to do up 
things in style! he said grasping the colo­
nel's hand. “ Say, Terry, did you see 
Miss Alice? Coleman lias just got back 
from Memphis, and he told me she had 
gone on a visit to some friends in C —.’
But as he spoke he suddenly put his 
hand to his side.’ I am shot,’ he gasped, 
faintly. It was true. A stray bullet had 
struck him in the side, and Col. Terry 
caught him as he reeled in his saddle, and 
rode with him to the field hospital.
When the surgeon examined the wound 
he shook his head doubtfully.
“ I know a nurse worth twenty doctors,* 
whispered Picton with a smile. “ Terry, 
can’t you fetch her to me?’
Through the night the colonel stayed 
with him. Once he wakened and repeat­
ed the question he had asked just before 
he was shot.
“ I saw her, yes,’ the colonel answered 
huskily. “ She sent you some flowers.’
The blue eyes lighted up with a tender 
glow, and Picton held out his hand.
Silently Col. Terry took from his breast 
pocket the withered flowers, and spray of 
ivy and a half open white rose, and laid 
them in the outstretched hand.
The wounded man slept. But in a coup­
le of hours awoke, much worse, and the 
surgeon in his rounds told the bronzed 
watcher that the end was very near.
“ Terry!’ and the colonel bent his head 
to catch the faint accents, “ I am dying I 
wouldn’t mind—only—poor Alice! Tell 
her gently, please—she loves me, you
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know—and I, oh, Terry! it is hard to 
leave her. My poor darling.’
For a moment the colonel could not an­
swer. Then chocking back a sob, he said, 
slowly, and distinctly ;—
“ Charley, Alice is waiting for you. 
You are not leaving her, but going to her 
A bewildered, troubled look came into 
the wistful blue eyes.
“ Don’t you understand me, Charley? 
She is dead. We buried her there in B—. 
I couldn’t tell you before, dear old boy. 
But now y»u will be with her before you 
have to grieve after her. She died with 
your name on her lips, murmuring of meet­
ing you in the morning.’
lie understood now, and a smile of re­
lief flitted across his pale lips. “ Dear 
girl, “ he murmured, “ l  am so glad she 
will not have this grief to bear.’
Then he slept again and the hours pass­
ed on until the eastern sky brightened 
with solemn dawn light.
“ Terry! The word was but the faintest 
whisper, but the watcher instantly bent 
his head to listen.
“ Is it morning,’ came the faint grasp­
ing accents, and again the white lids 
drooped over the blue eyes. Five—ten 
minutes passed. Then Col. Terry lifted 
the dead hands and crossed them over the 
pulseless breast, reverently covered the 
still, white face and turned away,
His two friends had met once more 
“ in the morning’ of a fadeless day.
Amarican loyalty to Law.
It is extremely doubtful whether from 
the moment the President received his 
wound the Vice President did not become 
legal President ad interim, but although 
Mr. Arthur was opposed to General Gar­
field in politics, he made no step forward, 
and his followers put out no claim. It is
About Base Ball.
She was young; she was fair and she 
wanted to know all about base ball. He 
was hard hit far gone and communicative.
The result of this combatibility of dis­
position can be easily guessed at, but can 
never be comprehended. It filled the 
grand stand so full of questions (and
extremely doubtful whether Congress groans and swear words) that they rolled 
ought not to have been called together to' out into the field and annoyed the play- 
meet the emergency, but though Ameri- ers. Hanlon says that he found one 
cans eagerly seize every opportunity of question way out in the centre-field, and
political action, no step has been taken to 
call together a body, which, had it met 
must have temporarily superseded the 
wounded man. The resolution was to 
wait, whatever the consequences, and the
it was: “ I think Wood and Knight are 
jnstto sweet for anything. Don’t you?” 
That was what caused him to muff that 
fly on Wednesday. Here is what rattled 
past a Free Press reporter between 4 and
the successful waiting without a trouble,. 4.10 p. m. Wednesday, when he leaped 
a collision ora  catastrophe, speaks vol-1 from the back side of the stand, crawled 
umes for the strength and smooth work-| to the gate, and then fainted from “ utter”  
ing of American institutions. Recollect, exhaustion. He wont to Recreation park 
it is king and premier, too, who lias lain 3.30 o ’clock that afternoon, a hale, hearty
nearly dying for months, and still all has 
advanced as before, and a hint of a sub­
stitute would have called forth passionate 
indignation. If Gen. Garfield had been 
a hero or even a tried man, a victorious 
President or a President like Mr. Lincoln 
in his second term, the scene would have 
been natural; but he was a new and, as 
President, untried man, whom half hi\ 
own party hated as much as the opposition.
young man, without a false tooth in his 
head. Now he is prematurely old and 
wrinkled; there is a boulder showing 
through his hair, and no food has passed 
his toothless jaws since he escaped that 
horrible death. Nausea continues una­
bated.
“ What are they going to do now?” 
“ They are going to play.”
‘ Oh! are they? I’m so glad. Where
O r ig in a l an d  Q u o te d .
Notes from Rangeley.
The deference paid to him is due solely Co are those Boston fellows going?”
his position, and to a certain greatness of “ Out into the field. The Detroits go
character revealed by his suffering itself; to bat.”
is due, in fact, to use a European term, to “ Do they? Then they’ll win, won’t 
loyalty. That is a splendid omen for the they?”
future of America, and for that of the 1 “ That makes no difference. Each nine 
Constitution, which, though only a writ-|goes to the hat nine times.”  
ten document, can, after a century of trial, | “ Do they? That’s nice. Who’s that 
excite such a passion of reverence for the f;lj man with the red cap? Don’t he look 
elected head of the State. A great peo- comical?”
pie will have suffered much, a great many j “ That's Higham, the umpire.”  
people wiil have been killed before that “ Where does he play?”
constitution will be subverted, or will j “ He doesn't play at all. He umpires 
cease to be one of the strongest forces in the game> calls strikes, dead balls and 
the government of the peoples who speak t| tliincr's ”
What is a dead ball?”
LI bis letter was intended for last week’s 
'-me. hut was not received until the paper 
was printed,—Ed .]
R a n g e l e y , Oct. 5th, 1881. 
yfr. Editbr.—Dear Sir.—Cold snap at 
Rangeley last night; the ground froze and 
ice formed on some of the tubs and pails
1-2 inch thick, and this morning we are I Kn^lish’ and v, ll0> even when obeying dif-j 
having snow squalls. Some of our ladies ! ferent sJrstem’s> constantly appeal to the j 
are scolding because their house plants constitution of the Union as a sort o f ul- 
froze last night. Never since my stay in : Umate 8tandard’ tho oal  ^ workin  ^ combi-j 
R. have I seen it so cold the first of Oct. n;ltion ° f r0al democracy with effective!
I understand that Mr. G W. Young has , Sovern,ne,,t- Ever>’ trial successfully | sweet?”  
bought the fine house of Mr. Dan. Collins. ° vereome of course increases the aspect think Houck is the prettiest.”  
and has rented it to Rev. R. A. Proctor, j tor tllat constitution, and the illness ofi <<x don’t That horrid moustache! 
It is near the new church and will be very j ^res^ tnt (*ai field has betrf accepted in j what makes Wood strike the plate with 
convenient for the Reverend gentleman Europe ns such a trial, perhaps unfairly, his bat? D^es be do that to let the pitch-
“ One that hits the batter or umpire.”  
“ Is it dead when it hits the bat?" 
“ No.”
“ That’s Wood at the bat. Ain't he
and his family. Our Lodge of good Tem­
plars is in good standing and we are hav­
ing new members every meeting. Last 
Thursday evening for entertainment we 
had select readings by Miss Emma Tooth- 
acker, Miss Jennie and Haley Miss Annie 
i’ roctor; and singing by our lodge quar­
tette. It was a most enjoyable evening. 
We now number about 90, and still there 
L room for more and we hope that all will 
come and join us.
Mr. John. Snowman has p.ut up a tel­
ephone from his house to his shop and it 
is working nicely. Our little steamer, 
Mollychunkainunk, has been taken off its 
route from here to the Mountain View 
House, and is to be laid up for the winter. 
I understand by the order of Capt. How­
ard. Mr. David Haley has got home with 
iiis little son that met with such a sad ac­
cident at Phillips last week. I under 
stand he is doing well. Mr. G. W. Young 
and others are trying to finish off the ves­
try of our new meeting house, for the 
purpose of having evening meetings and 
singing school. We hope they will suc­
ceed. H e c t o r .
for every race, even.of English-speakin 
men, lias not the kindliness developed in 
Americans by the absence of oppression 
and the existence not so much of prosper­
ity—though it is said by statistics that 
the wealth of the people of the Union has 
doubled since. 1870—as by the power of 
becoming at will indefinitely prosperous. 
— London Economist.
er know he is ready?”
“ I don’t know.”
“ Ask that gentleman behind you. I 
want to know awfully bad.”
“ He wouldn't know, either.”
“ Oh, dear! I wish I knew. Why don't 
Whitney do as the umpire tells him? The 
umpire told him to pitch a low ball, and 
there lie is pitching them way up high. 
A S im p l e  M o d e  of Computing In- Can’t lie he punished for that?”
I t r u e s t .—Multiply any given number o f1 “ No. He can pitch them where he has 
dollars by the number of days of interest !l ni’nd t0-”
required, separate the right hand figure; tb’ nk lie's real mean, anyway.”
and divide liy six. The result is the true j (Just at tbat moment Wood was thrown 
interest for such a number of days at six <n,t at fir8t base-) 
per cent. This rule is so simple and so, “ Did Wood make a base hit?”
“ No, he is out.”
“ Why, how did that happen?”
“ Barnes fielded the ball to Morrill 
before Wood reached the base.”
“ Does that put a man out?”
“ Yes.”
“ How funny! I'll remember that. If the 
man gets to the base before the ball does 
lie is out.”
“ No, no? It’s the other way.”
“ There! Hanlon is out.”
true, according to all business usages, 
that every banker, broker, merchant and 
clerk should post it up for reference and 
use. There being no such thing as a frac­
tion in it, there is scarcely any liahilitv to 
error or mistake. By no other arithme­
tical process can such, desired informa­
tion he obtained with so few figures.
O Parents! let no barriers of distrust 
grow up between yourselves and your 
children. Keep bright every link of gold­
en chain that hinds your hearts together.
“ No, lie isn't. He got there ahead of 
the ball.”
“ Is that an error?”
“ No, it is a base bit.”
“ Oh, I ’am so glad. How much does a 
base hit count?”
“ If he gets home it will he a run.” 
“ Who is that a catching?”
“ Charlie Snyder.”
“ What makes every body joke about 
Charlie Snyder?”
“ I don’t know.”
“ Oh, dear! I wish you’d go and find 
out, I want to know awfully bad.”
“ Because,”  said the reporter, turning 
around in his seat, “ a Chicago reporter 
wrote up the chatter of a couple of silly 
Chicago girls who were annoying every­
body on the grand stand with the silly 
gusli about Charley Snyder.”
And she never tumbled.
“ Was it awfully funny?”
“ Very funny to read, but dreadful to 
listen to.”
“ Did you hear it?”
“ No. It isn't necessary to go to Chi­
cago to hear the chatter of silly girls. 
There is plenty of them in Detroit.” 
“ That’s funny, who are they?”
“ Excuse me, I don't want to he per­
sonal in my remarks.”
“ That’s the way with you reporters. 
You never tell anything anybody wants 
to know real bad. I wish I w as a report­
er. Then I could go to all the theatres 
and balls and suppers and excursions and 
circuses and picnics and never pay a cent 
and. have nothing to do but to write a lit­
tle. It must he delightfully glorious.”  
It was no use. The reporter had 
thoughtlessly turned the t o r r e n t  upon 
himself, and its flood was resistless. He 
leaped.
Mr. Walter F. McCone, of Pittsburg 
Pa., writes : My age is 28 years. I was 
born with an excellent constitution, but 
at the age of 19, having just finished my 
collegiate education, I fell into the habits 
of dissipation. After six years of fast liv­
ing I felt my constitution broken down.
I put myself under the care of one of our 
best physicians. His treatment seemed 
to do me no good. Finally he said at 
best I could live but a few years, that my 
bowels, kidneys and lungs were all threat­
ened with consumption and were fast 
wasting away in certain decay. I tried 
everything advertised, hoping to gain re­
lief. Finally I drifted into a state of mel­
ancholy and hopeless dispair, suffering 
excruciatingly from dyspepsia, short 
breath and urinary catarrh. A year ago 
I sawr Brown’s Iron Bitters advertised. I 
used them, and they acted like a charm.
I soon began to enjoy dreamless sluntber 
—and now I feel myself a man once more 
and have gained 54 pounds since using 
the remedy. I feel very strong, and can 
bold out a 45 pound weight. Brown’s 
Iron Bitters saved my life.”
Very properly war is being made against 
mutilated coins. The street and elevated 
railway companies in New York have 
given orders to their employes not to re­
ceive mutilated money in payment of 
fares. It seems that the punching and 
clipping of silver coins has become a reg­
ular business with a class of petty rascals, 
who would expend more labor in stealing 
a dollar in this way than would suffice to 
earn the same amount if applied to the 
same honest purpose. The Manliatten 
News Company has also refused 
to receive mutilated coin. One of 
the officers of the company recently took 
a bagful of small coins of the face value 
of §100 to the United States mint, and 
the bullion value w h s found to beonly$79, 
He then sold them to a broker for §95, 
who will no doubt put them into 
circulation again at the first opportunity-
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P u k e  A ir  f o r  A n i m a l s .—The impor­
tance of fresh, pure air for domesticated 
animals is not generally appreciated. 
Few seem to think that it makes much 
difference whether pigs breathe an intol­
erable stench of a filthy pen, or the pure 
air of a cleanly, well kept yard; or wheth­
er the cows breathe the sickening odor of 
a close and filthy stable or the wholesome 
air of clean and comfortable quarters; or 
whether the fattening ox or sheep breathes 
pure or impure air. Yet it does not make 
a great deal of difference what kind of air. 
Yet it does make a great deal of differ­
ence what kind of air such animals breathe. 
The pork made from hogs confined in an 
intolerable stench is not fit to eat, and is 
altogether different from that of swine 
which have been reared in clean quarters 
on wholesome food. The flesh of an ox 
or sheep which has been confined in filthy 
unwholesome air, is more likely to disa­
gree with the stnmach of the one who eats 
it, than is the flesh of an animal which 
has had pure air to breathe. The milk of 
cows which breathe unwholesome air be­
comes tainted and is made unwholesome. 
Give the domestic animals fresh air.
S h e e p  H u s b a n d r y .— The attempt to 
raise the large, heavy breeds of sheep on 
tile mountain ranges of New England, or, 
i*'fact, of those of anjr other section of 
tbe conntrj’ , is a mistake likely to result 
in loss and disaster. The feeding of such 
sheep belongs to the rich pastures of the 
plains. Kentucky has succeeded well 
" ith these heavy sheep because the same 
pastures which so easily fatten the Short­
horn and the Hereford steer will produce 
mutton in the greatest abundance. *i
Feeding Hogs.—I have seen a good 
deal of late, in some of the papers I take 
about the best way of feeding hogs, and 
the advantages of cooking food for them,
i am inclined to think that tbe chief rea­
son why farmers continue to cook food 
fur their pigs, is because their fathers did 
so before them, and they themselves have 
never reasoned at all upon the subject. 
My experience has taught me a different 
lesson. I begin to feed my pigs when 
small, on uncooked food of all kinds, 
s»eh as apples, potatoes, green grass and 
wceds, corn fodder, etc., with a little wa­
ter and sour milk to drink. Sour milk is 
better for them than sweet, for it gives 
them an appetite and keeps them healthy, 
80 that they will grow faster.
When I am ready to begin fattening the 
annuals, I feed dry meal or corn, and a 
httle while after they have eaten it, give 
them a little sour milk, if I have it, and 
lf not, a little clear cold water. This 
niethod of feeding saves labor and food, 
a°d consequently saves expense. The 
dry niael will stay on the stomach until it 
,s entirely digested, while wet or sloppy 
food will pass through the animal more 
Thickly, and before it has had time to do 
half service. I have tried a good many 
experiments in pig feeding, aud have fi- 
aHy settled down upon this as the best, 
nt you have got to begin early in the use
0 nneooked food, for a pig that has been 
^rought up on boiled potatoes, will often,
len he is grown, turn up his nose at raw 
- n°S- The use of dry meal for fattening, 
<»wever, can be begun this fall, no matter 
0w the pigg were brought up.
htrouTANT to T ravelers.— Special
1 * U eorn on W a r e  o f f e r e d  y o u  b y  th e  B u r l -  
th v  * ° N R o V t k - U  W*R p a y  y o u  to  r e a d
*r. advertisement to be found elsewhere 
*n this issue. 40t28
Fall Pasturing of Mowing Fislds.
The practice of fall pasturing of grass 
fields is a grave mistake, causing the farm­
er often to be short of hay in winter, by 
greatly diminishing the yield of hay the 
next season. The National Live Stock 
Journal protests against the practice.
It says that “ the dairyman who pastures 
ordinary grass fields in the fall, robs his 
next crop to an extent he hardly realizes.” 
A ease is cited where seventy-five acres of 
land averaged one hundred and thirty tons 
of hay when no pasturing was allowed, 
but the owner having a tenant who had 
been unfortunate, permitted him to pas­
ture some twenty-five cows uponitduring 
the fall, and the consequence was a reduc­
tion in the production of hay of more than 
one half, the very next season. It was es­
timated that the entire prodnet of the 
twenty-five cows during the time they 
were pastured in the field, was not equal 
to the loss on the next crop of hay; and 
the original yield was not recovered until 
the land was ploughed and reseeded.
The better and cheaper way, if the pas­
ture becomes short, is to supplement the 
feed of cattle by fodder crops, or even by 
grain.
S h e l t e r  f o r  St o c k .—Wind-breaks 
about the farm premises for the protection 
of stock against the bleak winds of fall, 
winter and early spring, are essential to 
the comfort of the animals. If none ex- 
hist, now is the time to plant treee for 
that purpose. Maples, spruces, cherry 
trees or willows, planted around the 
buildings, afford good shelter against the 
cold winds. Trees taken from the woods, 
if properly planted, will live and do well.
Clumps of trees planted this fall in tree­
less pastures, will afford grateful shade 
for cattle during the pasturing season. 
There are usually spots in a pasture, 
where trees can be planted for shade, with 
out taking up any space that would yield 
much feed.
D u r in g  T h e  H ot S u m m e r  M o n t h s , 
while away from city conveniences, the 
traveler should make some provisions 
against sudden attacks of headache, Neu­
ralgia, Cholera Morbus, Cramps, and 
other diseases. Tivichel, Champlin Jf Co's 
Standard Neuralgia Anodyne when taken 
according to the directions on each bottle 
will relieve the distress and remove the 
cause of any of these troubles. Try it 
and be convinced. Iy21
At No. 2, Beal Block,
Tbe largest stock of Goods ever iu Phillips. My stock never was as large, 
having added many new lines of Goods this fall, and I invite all 
to call and look when in Phillips, whether in want of 
GOODS or not.
Dry Goods Department.
In this department can be found all tbe new shades o f  DK&SS F L A N ­
NELS, Colored Cashmere, new shades B LA C K  C ASH M ERE, 40 inch, 30 
cts., 46 inch, 75 to 90 cts. Cotton and wool Dress Goods in new styles. 
Plaids, Stripe satins to match new shades of Dress Goods. Black Satins, 
Silk Velvets. Velveteens, Table Linen, Towels and Napkins. A full line 
of Flannel Shirting, Water-proofing, Cloakings, Spreads, Lastings, wool­
ens and in fact, everything nsuallv found in a Drv Goods Store. Remem­
ber my MOTTO, “ LOWER THAN THE LOWEST.”
Cloak & Shawl Department.
I keep a uioe line of Readv made Cloaks, Shawls, both single and double, 
aud they shall be sold at LIVE AND LET LIVE prices.
Fancy Goods Department.
I keep a full line of Ladies’ Fancy Goods, consisting of Ladies’ Collars, 
Collarets, Ribbons, Children’s Collars, Pocket Books, Shopping Bags, 
Cuffs, Buttons, Back combs. Handkerchiefs, Spanish Laces in cream and 
black, Silk fringes, Cords, Tassels, Silk Handkerchiefs and Kid Gloves. 
A  full line of Children’s and Ladies’ woolen Hose, Hamburgs, Belts, Mit­
tens, Hoods, Jackets and Clouds. The largest line of Corsets in Franklin 
county. Ball yarns. Skein yarns, Scotch yarns, Saxony varus, worsteds, 
Cologne, &c., &c. If you are in want of any goods iu the fancy goods 
line, be sure and call before you buy, and save money.
||ndilr-wea») r EPARTKIE!IT}
I can say and back up, that I sell gent’s under-wear lower than can be 
bought elsewhere and can show you the latgest stock to pick from. Call 
and look at the shirts aud drawers selling for 25ct.> each. All wool red 
shirts and drawers $1.00, cannot be matched in town. Ladies’ aud child 
ren's shirts and drawers at prices so you cannot afford to go cold. Do not 
fail to call before buying, look and get prices.
Gent’s woolen outside shirts, cordigan jackets, buck gloves and mittens, 
rubber coats, &c., &c. The largest stock in Phillips.
Boots) fa Shoes}
Garfield's!
ENTS W AN TED  to
Portrait.
Favorite Portrait 
frotu a Negative by 
Bierstadt Artist, of 
New York,of which 
Gen. Garfield orderd over 2000 for personal 
use. His last order was Sfor 100 just before 
his assassination. Size 16x21, 81. Superior 
to finest steel plate. The people want a 
Standard Portrait. AG  
sell Garfield’s Favorite, 
also his life by Rev. Dr.
Draper, of N. Y. E. B.
T r e a t , 757 B’way, N .Y .__
Agents Wanted for the best ’ ‘Authetic Life 
and Public Services of
PRESIDENT GARFIELD,
fully illustrated with steel engravings- G’he 
maxi thrilling, eventfwl and Christian heroic 
life before the world- Truly a friend of hu­
manity. His Jast days all fully and ably tola 
by one of tbe best authors. Will outsell all 
others. Lose no time to secure territory. 
Extra terms, outfit only 50 cts. Add res at 
once D. L. GUERNSEY, Pub., fil Cornhill, 
4t,5 Boston, Mass.
Do not fail to call and look over the largest and most complete stock in 
Phillips. M v gents’ and boys’ Boots are all made to order, and every pair 
warranted that leaves my store. Prices from $2.00 to $4.00. A  fine line 
of children’s and ladies’ shoes, flannel lined shoes ; ladies’ Kid Shoes from 
$1 to $4. If you want to save money, call before you buy and get prices.
HATS AND CAPS.
N O TIC E ,
A V IN G  disposed of the greater part of 
. the Livery Stock of the late C. C. Bangs, 
in now ready to sell a horse, carriage, har- 
ss, sleigh or pung, singly, or to sell all that 
loft in a lot as I can find a purchaser, ine  
>ner vou appl> the better your chance for 
rade will be. ELIAS FfELD, Adro r.
S 25 REW ARD.
will pay twenty-five dollars to any per- 
i who will give information of, or detect 
sneak thief, who in the night time eh- 
3 our stables, stealing and shifting par­
ses orparts thereof. JOEL W ILBU R.
Remember I keep a full line of hats, from 50 cts. lo $2.00. Gent’s 
Scotch caps, boy’s heavy winter caps, which I sell as low as any firm in the 
county. Call before you buy.
Yankee) Notion) fa Joy) RepariMnl)
Having just opened a full line of new and attractive goods, I invite all to 
call and look before buying Stationery. A  full line of pens, school cards, 
round combs, hair combs, playing cards, games, ink, albums, toilet soaps, 
pencils, books, poems, Bibles, toy books, dictionaries for 20 cts., velvet 
frames, hand glasses, tin toys, shawl straps, razors, shop brushes, &c.. &c.
Jewelry, Watches, Clocks, Cutlery, Eye-glasses, Silver 
Knives Forks, Spoons, Razors, &c.
Room Paper, Curtains & Curtain Fixtures.
When vou want any goods in this line, be sure and call. Always selling 
“LOW ER THAN TIIE L O W E ST ”
Horse Blankets & Bed Blankets.
Do not fail to call and look, if there is any goods wanted, before you buy, I am 
always glad to show goods and give prices whether you want to buy or riot.
Remember my MOTTO, “Iiower tlia ti tHo Lowost’'
and “ I SELL GOODS ONLY FOR CASH !’,
B. F. HAYDEN, No. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Me.
4: T h e  P h illip s  P h o n o g ra p h , a L iv e , L o c a l P a p e r - S I . 5 0  per Y e a r .
jy tisce lian y .
Home Again.
And mighty glad to get there.
Glad to get to a spot where your bed­
room is big enough to turn a double 
handspring in without landing two-thirds 
out of the window. , ,
Glad to find a bed where the footboard 
is a few inches below your feet, instead of 
a few inches above your knee, making it 
necessary to sleep in an uncomfortable, 
half-open jackknife attitude.
Glad to get a drink of water that isn’t 
so saturated with “ healing minerals’ ’ 
that it tastes like a rusty lamp post on a 
frosty morning. Glad you haven’t got to 
swear that such stuff “ does you good.”  
* Glad to abandon the nonsensical con­
ventionalities of “ resort”  life, and lift 
your feet to the mantle piece in the Amer­
ican fashion, and feel social and free.
Glad to get |a square meal into your 
system garnished with simply the provis­
ion dealer’s profits; a meal that you feel 
sure that you can eat.
Glad to see your wife and family round 
your own table and hearth stone. They 
look better and feel more closely related 
to you than they do promenading the ver­
andas of a hotel with strangers.
Glad to “ slosh”  around in your own 
bath tub where there is no death ly  fear 
of an “ undertow.”
Glad someone can speak to you and 
answer a civil question without charging 
“ fifty cents all round.”
Glad it isn't necessary to lie to strang­
ers about your extensive business and 
your magnificient establishment. You 
can't fool people that have known you 
from a boy up, so you don’t have to try.
Glad you had money enough left to get 
home after’ vour hotel bills were paid. 
This is cause for proclamation of a day 
of thanksgiving and prayer.
Glad you now have a chance to growl 
and find fault in a true homelike fashion 
without being deterred by the presence of 
a scornful world.
Glad that you can roam into every, 
room of the house at your own sweet will, 
although the overweening curiosity you 
had while on your vacation deserts you.
Glad to meet your friends on the street 
once more, and surprised that they don’t 
know you had been away.
Glad to see the dog, glad to see the cat, 
glad to see the servant girl.
Home again. And you inwardly vow 
that you will let the tendrils o f your affec­
tions so cling around your own vine and 
fig trees that you never will desert its 
comforts again—never, never. But in 
less than three months guide books and 
“ resort” literature will begin to flood 
your post office box, and you will find 
yourself planning just another lay-out for 
next summer. The nomadic instincts of 
human nature will not down after they 
have been once gratified.
An Important Lesson.
The result in New York demonstrates 
what the voters o f a party can accomplish 
when they attend the caucuses and strike 
for reform inside of the organization. 
The Cor.kling party was a compact, 
thoroughly disciplined body, as perfect in 
drill as soldiers of the regular army. 
They considered themselves invincible in 
the caucus and convention. But as soon 
as the voters of the party who habitually
THE
P h o n o g r a p h
DON’T BU Y SPECTACLES
OF PEDDLERS,
When you can, at
L. T. Wade’s,
Farmington, Me.,
kept away from the caucuses and conven­
tions and allowed a few managers to con­
trol them made a determined effort to 
overthrow the Conkling machine, the 
work was done and the State was rescued 
from his hands. This is worth noting 
and remembering as a great practical il­
lustration of what the voters of any party 
can do if they will but attend the primary 
meetings and take an active part in them 
They have the power in their hands if 
they will but use it to prevent abuses 
which creep into parties through machine 
power. And it is their duty to do it. If 
they will not attend caucuses and conven­
tions and through their neglect bad nomi­
nations are made and bad measures are 
adopted, it is their fault and they ought 
not to complain at the result. There 
would be no independent or bolting tickets 
if the primaries were attended as they 
ought to he. What lias been done in New 
York can be repeated anywhere if the 
voters properly discharge their duties.— 
Kennebec Jouroal.
Salt Water.
Four barrels o f the water of the Great 
Salt Lake will leave, after evaporation, 
nearly a barrel of salt. The lake was dis­
covered in the year 1820, and no outlet 
from it has yet been ascertained. Four 
or five large streams empty themselves in­
to it, and the fact of its still retaining its 
saline properties seems to point to the con­
clusion that there exists some secret bed 
of saline deposit over which its waters 
flow, and that thus they contiuue salt; for 
though the lake may be but the residue of 
an immense sea which once covered the 
wholejjof this region, yet,by its continuing 
so salt with the amount of fresh water 
poured into it daily, the idea of the exist­
ence of some such deposit from which it 
receives its supply, seems to be only too 
probable. For the past fifteen years—un­
til last year—the lake has been gradually 
rising; but in 1879 it receded some two or 
three feet—a most unusal occurrence, ow­
ing to the exceptionally warm summer.— 
There are no fish in the lake,but myriads 
of small flies cover its surface. The buoy­
ancy of the water is so great that it is not 
at all an easy matter to drown in it. The 
entire length of the Salt Lake is eighty- 
five miles. Compared with the Dead Sea 
the Great Salt Lake is longer by forty- 
three miles and broader by thirty-five.
N e r v o u s  P e o p l e .—There is a form 
of nervousness that leads a man to sup­
pose himself seriously ill, when in reality 
he is only more nervous than usual. He 
flies to a physician for relief, and often 
ends by persuading himself into a severe 
illness. The fact is, nervous people 
waste a good deal of money, confidence, 
and worry on their nervousness. It is 
perhaps disagreeeble to very uncomely 
people that they are not beautiful; adult 
intelligent people of defective education 
lament the disadvantages of their youth; 
persons who desire to be religious, and 
yet are intellectually skeptical, are fre­
quently made miserable by the conviction 
that they are incapable of acquiring piety. 
A man with a Roman nose may .as well 
bewail his incapacity to change his organ 
into Grecian outline as for nervous peo­
ple to lament that they cannot discharge 
nervousness from their physical organi­
zation. It cannot be expelled. It is there 
to stay. But self-control and self-re­
restraint will do much toward obviating 
the evil, and are more efficacious than the 
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Prom 25 Cents Up.
FALL AND W IN TE R
Tuoadny, Oct. lltli.
When will be shown the very latest styles in 
hats and bonnets. Also a full asortrnent of 
Ostrich Plumes, Tips, Fancy Feathers and 
Oraments. Plushes and inatorials of all 
kinds used in Millinery. A  larger stock of
F A N C Y  GOODS
than ever before.
5tf L. N. BRACKETT,
No. 6, Beal Block.
Having lately added new' and beautiful 
styles of type to our Job Department, 
we are now prepared to do all 







Letter Headings, Note Headings, Shipping 
Tags, Bill Heads, Bills of Fare, 
Town Reports, School Re­
ports, Blanks, Yisiting 
and Wedding 
Cards!
IN FACT, WE CAN DO ALL KINDS
J E W E L R Y !
SPECTACLES & EYE-GLASSES
Can be procured at No. 3 Beal Block Phillips.
Also Silver  UP 1 a t o d 
Tsible AVsire, and some of the 
Best Clocks in the market.. Prices to suit, 
the times. Watches, CLOCKS 
Jewelry, cfcc. REPAIRED, 
as usual. 26tf 3T*
A. M. Greenwood. 
Sam’l ABlancliard.
C - U - S - T - O - M
Boot &, Shoe Maker!
— REPAIRING A  SP E C IA L T Y .— 
Rubbers, Rubber Boots.
3*30 S. A . BLANCH ARD, Phillips, Me.
W A N TED .
A t once, girls to work in a Coat Shop.
steady Em ploy men t 
and Grootl Wages.
For further particulars, address
1 ELW IN A . SOULE,
Buxton Centre, Me.
Town Business.
The Selectmen of Phillips will be in session 
at the Law Office of James Morrison, Jr., on 
Saturday afternoon, of each week, for the 
transaction of town business.
JAMES MORRISON, J r ., 
T. B. HUNTER,








site Barden House,Office, !
Phillips, Me.
WANTED AGENTS for the authentic and complete life of James A.Garfield, from 
childhood to burial, by Col. R. H. Conwell, 
with introduction by his Excellency John I). 
Long, Gov. of Mass. The work is first-class 
and finely illustrated. Everybody will want 
thlg book. Address, B. B. RUSSEL,
4t5 Boston, Mass
UPC MTC NEW  BOOK ! Profusely illus- 
M U L I I  I 0  trated. A  First-class Work, 
ft M T  C D  V the best work to coin mon- 
f fH n l  I t i l l  ey with ever offered agents, 
$50 to $150 a month is made Ladies and 
Gents wanted. Address. J. P. FITCH, Pub. 
It5 Hartford, Conn.
T h e  P h illip s  P h o n o g ra p h , a L iv e , L o c a l P a p e r .—S i . 5 0  per Y e a r . 5
Y e w s  o f  th e  W e e k .
Edward Thompson has been arrested at 
Memphis Tor stealing a mule. He is a 
son of the late Admiral Thompson, K. C. 
B., of the British navy, and a grandson 
of a British admiral who led one of the 
most important fleets under Nelson at the 
battle of Trafalgar. He has been a tramp 
for several years. Lady Thompson of 
England, having been apprised of the 
prisoner’s incarceration, sent several hun­
dred pounds to a firm of Memphis law­
yers to be used in his behalf. He was re­
leased.
Congressman Dingley has appointed 
Prof. Rounds, of the Farmington Normal 
school, Prof. Chase, of Bates College, 
Prof. Smith, of the Topsham family 
school, and Dr. Hersey of Oxford, to ex­
amine candidates for appointment to the 
military academy at West Point. The 
board will meet at Lewiston Nov. 16, and 
candidates are requested to send their 
names to C. 0. Rounds, chairman, on or 
before Nov. 10.
At the monthly meeting of the direc­
tors of the Maine Central railroad compa­
ny in September it was decided to survey 
a railroad line from Dexter to Houlton 
and Presque Isle. Messrs. Wildes and 
Anderson are to make the survey and have 
in fact already entered upon the work. 
President Jackson has gone to Aroostook 
county to confer with the engineers and 
make a personal examination of a portion 
of the route.
The bed of natural oysters which has 
recently been discovered in Smithtown 
Bay, L. I., is said to be a very fine one. 
The bed covers an area of over one hun­
dred acres, and, in the opinion of old oys- 
termen, has been undisturbed for ten or. 
twelve years, judging from the oysters 
taken, which arc of large size and fine 
quality.
Reports received at Fort Keegh, W. T., 
and considered reliable, state that in a 
battle between the Crows and Blackfeet 
recently, on the headwater* of Porcupine 
creek, the Crows were driven off, and a 
prominent chief of the Crows was badly 
wounded in two places. The losses on 
either side are unknown.
The articles of incoporation of the new 
Lincoln Mill corporation, with a capital 
stock of $250,000, certified to by Attorney 
General Cleaves, were recorded at the 
county register’s office in Auburn, Thurs­
day, and were filed with the Secretary 
of State at Augusta, the same day.
Late Sunday night Frank Ruchstaller's 
saloon and residence in Sacramento, Cal., 
were burned. Ruchstaller dragged out 
his wife and two children, but two other 
children perished. The firemen made a 
desperate fight to save them, many being 
severely burned.
Dr. Buchanan, who pleaded guilty to 
selling bogus medical diplomas, was Mon­
day morning sentenced at Philadelphia to 
a long term of imprisonment and a fine of 
1,000. He had already been imprisoned 
fifteen months for conspiracy to defraud 
the government.
Dr. Buchanan, who has just undergone 
a sentence of tan months for having con­
spired to defraud the court out of the 
amount of his bail, was brought into 
court for sentence upon a plea of guilty 
to a charge of issuing bogus diplomas.
Gen. Butler writes a letter to E. 
Moody Boynton denying the statements 
that any deficiency had been attributed to 
Poynton in the management of the affairs 
of the Pautucket Company. The deficit 
was made by a discharged employe.
The secretary of the Oldham Cotton 
■Spinners Association has written a letter 
to the United States consul at Manchester 
declaring that thousands of tons of sand 
f re paid for by Oldham spinners as cotton 
ln consequence of fraudulent packing.
John O. Hare, an intoxicated peddler, 
yas robbed of over three hundred dollars 
)n money and a valnahle watch and chain 
'n one of the dens on the “ Point” Thurs­
day night. The persons suspected have 
left town.
An engine of a train from Council Bluffs 
to St. Paul, with the Governor General’s 
£tr attached, was upset by cattle near 
■’ mux city. Three cars were derailed. No 
°ne injured but the fireman.
Daniel T. Soper, who mvgjto'riou»ly dis­
appeared from Abington, Mass., has been 
heard from at the Augusta Soldiers’ Home. 
He arrived there Thursday evening and 
is supposed to hare an attack of tempora­
ry insanity.
Schooner J. W. Vnunaman of Philadel­
phia, Capt. J. Cobb, ice laden, coming 
down river Sunday afternoon in tow of 
tugs Charles Lawrence and Stella, struck 
on Goose Rock, and sank.
An explosion of petroleum occurred at 
London, England, on the 4th inst., on the 
Italian brigantine Aronia, from Baselonia 
for Marceilles. The vessel sank. Eight 
persons were drowned.
A dispatch from Upper Lake says the 
air shaft of the hoisting works at Sulphur 
Bank, quicksilver m-ine, caved in. There 
were four white men and two Chinamen 
in the mine.
Mrs. Cate of Spruce Creek, Kittery, 
who was shot at by her hired man named 
Wheeler is very low, not having been 
moved but once, and suffering very much 
therefrom.
Six hundred miles of coast on the St. 
Lawrence have been devastated by bush 
fires, and whole fishing villages destroyed, 
and there is in consequence much destitu­
tion.
An earthquake was felt in Bristol, N. II. 
It passed from west to east and made a 
noise like the rumbling of a heavy train 
of cars and shook buildings perceptibly.
An unknown, man fell from the Port­
land express at South Lawrence and was 
mangled beyond recognition. It is sup­
posed he belonged in Haverhill.
A barn owned by Stafford & Co., at 
Barrowsville, was burned with fifty tons 
of hay, one pair oxen and a lot of farming 
implements. Loss, $3,000.
Fire destroyed the stable and damaged 
the house owned by John Welch of Ban­
gor and occupied by three families. Loss 
less than $1,000. Insured.
The dry house of Winslow B. Marston’s 
match factory caught fire and was burned 
Thursday. It was full of match cards 
Loss $1,000; no insurance.
Robert S. Newton, president o f the Elec­
tric Medical Society, New York, and a 
well known electric physician, died in 
that city Sunday.
Ceremonies attending the introduction 
into Baltimore of a new water supply 
were observed Monday. The city was 
gaily decorated.
Gov. Jerome of Michigan is to appoint 
a state relief committee for suffers by for­
est fires, through whom all aid will be dis­
tributed.
Gov. Cornell has cited Mayor Murphy 
of Troy to appear before him in relation 
to the charges of malfeasance in office.
Bichville, New York, steam flouring 
mills, owned by Col. A-. Goddard, were 
burned Sunday night. Loss $21,000.
The London Times’ Alexandria dis­
patch says the financial situation in that 
city is almost desperate.
Over $8,000,000 of bonds were ojfered 
to the treasury Monday, but only $5,000,- 
000 were accepted.
John G. Floyd, member of Congress 
from 1851 to 1853, died at Mastic, L. I., 
Thursday, aged 76.
The ground was covered with snow at 
Madrid, St. Lawrence county, N. Y., 
Monday morning.
A block of fifteen houses, occupied by 
twenty-four families, was burned in Mont­
real, Thursday.
Masser & Keck’s tannery at Allentown, 
Pa., was burned Sunday night. Loss 
about $60,000.
Tracy & Russell’s brewery in New York 
has been burned. Loss, $130,000 : insur. 
ed $145,000. _
It is stated a well known shoe firm in 
Lynn has failed. Liabilities $100,000 to 
$150,000. , .
The entire business portion of Pulaski, 
N. Y., has been burned. Loss, $200,000.
The Register says that there is a case 
of small pox at Boothbay.
French troops have entered Tunis and 
occupied two fort*.
The Michigan relief fund amounts to 
$94,258. aoon
The Garfield fund aggregates $33J,- 
898.76. * ‘





LYDIA E. PINKHAM ’
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is a Positive Cure
for nil those Painful Complaint* and W onkooxse* 
»o com m on to our bent fcm ule  population.
It will cure entirely the worst form  of Fcmnle Com­
plaints, all ovarian troubles. Inflammation and Ulcera­
tion, Falling: and Displacements, and the consequent 
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the 
Change o f  Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in 
an early stage o f  development. The tendency to can­
cerous humors there is checked very speedily ’. y its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys ail craving 
for stimulants, and relieves weakness o f  the stomach. 
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Pros* ration, 
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi­
gestion.
That feeling o f bearing down, causing pain, weight 
and backache, is always jiermanentiy cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in 
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cureof Kidney Complaints o f either sex this 
Compound is unsurpassed.
L Y D IA  E. P IX K H A M ’8 V E G E T A B L E  COM­
POUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue, 
Lynn. Mass. Price $1. Sir bottlcsfor Sent by mail 
in the form o f pills, also i n the form o f lozenges, on 
receipt o f price, $1 per box for either. Mrr. Pinkham 
freely answers all letters o f  inquiry. Send for pamph- 
lst. Address as above. Mention this Paper.
No family should be without LYDIA E. IT NIC HAM’S 
LIVER PILLS. They cure coustipation, biliousness, 
and torpidity o f the liver. 25 cents per box.
tfS~ Sold by all Driignigts. “Tea
K ID N E Y -W O R '
DOES
IW O NDERFUL  
C U R E S !
[ Because It acts on tlie LITER, BOWELS
WHY?
and KIDNEYS at the same time.
Because i t  cleanses the system o f  the poison- 
| ous humors that develope in  K idney and U n- 
Jaary Diseases, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consti- 
Ipation, Piles, or  in  Rheumatism, Neuralgia, 
[N ervous Disorders and Female Complaints.
SEE W H A T  PEOPLE SAY :
Eugene B. Stork, o f Junction City. Kansas, 
says, Kidney-Wort cured him after regular Phy­
sicians had been trying for four years.
Mrs. John Arna.ll. o f  Washington, Ohio, says
ner boy was given up to die by four prominent
Shysicians and that lie was afterwards cured by idney-Wort.
M. M. B. Goodwin, an editor in Chardon. Ohio 
says he was not expected to live, being bloated 
beyond belief, but Kidney-Wort cured him.
Anna L. Jarrett o f  South Salem, N. Y., says 
that seven years suffering from kidney troubles 
and other complications was ended by''the use of 
Kidney-Wort.
John B. Lawrence o f Jackson, Tenn., suffered 
tor years from liver and kidney troubles and 
after taking “ barrels o f  other medicines,” 
Kidney-Wort made him well.
Michael Coto o f  Montgomerv Center, Vt., 
suffered eight years with kidney'difficulty ami 
was unable to work. Kidney Wort made him 
I well as ever.”
K ID N E Y -W O R T
P E R M A N E N T L Y  C U R E S
k i d n e y  d i s e a s e s ,
L IV E R  C O M P L A IN T S ,
C o n st ipa t io n  an d  Piles.
C^"It is put up in Dry V egetable  F orm  in
tin cans, one package of which makes six quarts 
o f medicine. Also in L iquid F orm , very Con­
centrated, for those that cannot readily pre­
pare it.
I3J* It acts with equal efficiency in either form. 
GET IT AT THE DRUGGISTS. PRICE, git. OO 
WELLS, RICHARDSON A Co., Prop 's, 
(Will send the dry post-paid.) Itl'ltLTXGTOX, TT.
Nice Job Work at this Office
G.A.FRENCH
Has just returned from Boston 
with a Fine Line of
DRY GOODS 7
Which he is prepared to sell 
at prices which defy
COMPETITIONr \
Superior Trades* in
Cotton &  Worsted








Call Early and Ex­
amine Stools..
C. A. FR EN CH ,
ijS3 Phillips, Me.
v>
6 T h e  P h illip s  P h o n o g ra p h , a L iv e , L o c a l P a n e r .—S 1 .5 0  per Y e a r .
Jhe “ Ph«iiofli'«|>l).v
Rates of Advertising,
Space. | 1 w. | 3 w. ' 13 w. | 26 w. [~1 yr.
having some repugnanc to the idea of be­
ing “ planted’ ’ in an erect position—to 
economize space— well, we left as soon 
as the good Lord would let us. And now 
Dave’s wife will exclaim, “ Good Lord! 
and does he have anything to do with 
Kansas City affairs?”
But we take the C. R. I. and P .— 
which should read “ C. and (let it) R. 1. 
P .— move out for Chicago. ‘Tis a beau­
tiful moonlight evening and the scenery 
as we flit through forest glades and open 
bits of prairie, seem like glimpses of fairy 
land. W e’re approaching the scene of 
one of the train robberies, and it be­
hooves us to set our arsenal in order.
1 inch, | .75 | 1.00 | 2.00| 3.50 | 6.00
2 “ i 1.50 | 2.00 | 4.00 | 7.00 | 12.00
3 “ | 2.25 | 3.00 | 6.00 | 10.50 | 18.00
1-2 col. | 4.50 | 6.00 | 12.00 |21.00 |36.00
1 Col., | 9.00 | 12. | 24.00 |42.00 [ 72.00
proper discount on 
amounting to #10 or more.
all contracts
Phillips, Franklin Co,, Me.
Saturday. Oct. 1 5 , 1 8 8 1 .
0. M. MOORE, E d it o r  & P r o p r i e t o r .
Another Section of Ye Editorial Journey.
H a m p t o n , I l l s ., Oct. 10, 1881.
Dearest Pho-no.—We left Kansas City 
Thursday after a fruitless attempt to get 
away Wednesday. We leave there soon­
er, however, than intended, as one ill turn 
after another was our lot for the entire 
time spent there, being completely upset 
with a cold received on the journey. 
Some observations of Kansas City will 
appear hereafter. In that city, the only 
persons met in our acquaintance were 
A. J. Blethen, Esq., wife (race Hunter, of 
Strong) and children; Mr. and Mrs. David 
Hunter and Miss Nellie B. Hunter, for­
merly of Strong, Me. I f  the rest of the 
great and growing city, with a few ex­
ceptions, were immediately swept from 
existence, our tears, if any, would need a 
hydraulic pump with which to produce 
them. But we met very few people to 
know them. We were honored with meet­
ing Col. R. T. Van Horn, M. C., and edi­
tor in chief of the K. C Journal, and his 
lady, who sat before their unpretentious 
dwelling, one of the first houses built in 
that section of the city. Mr. Lawrence, 
of the Journal, and lady were also pleas­
ant acquaintances, and Mr. Eaton, a re­
porter, with his charming little wife, will- 
remain in our memory yet many days.
Pardon us if we have no affiliation for 
another attache of the Journal, whose 
associations and affections lead him to 
publish items of a tenor with the follow­
in g :
“ The city o f ------is said to have six
females to each male in its population. 
This may account for the noted depravity 
of that city, as it is said woman istheroot 
o f all evil.'”
Yes, he is a married man, and we pre­
sume is or was once endowed with that 
rare gift—a mother. What puzzles us is 
the fact that a man can form such an idea 
of the fair sex when he is eternally after 
them! Ta-ta!
The other charms of that great city 
were not presented for our criticism to 
any great extent. We did not anticipate 
remaining here above ground for any 
great length of time, and, the price of 
land being high, our means small, and
Our weapons consist of an automatic pen­
cil, which, on several occasions, in other 
hands, has found itself so mudh more 
mighty than a rusty sword. But still we 
must be fortified. The scanty lining of 
our much traveled pocket-book is remov­
ed ; a small gold-piece is innocently stuck 
into our book of sticking-plaster, and a 
one-dollar hill or^two is strayed away in 
different directions, while an insurance 
policy is put in a conspicuous spot o ver 
the heart-cavity.
The foregoing precaution probably sav­
ed the entire train from holding up its 
hands, (yes, a train lias “ hands” ) as it 
was, we passed the robber’s retreat (or 
the place of it) in safety. We made up 
our mind if robbed to die in the attempt 
in order that our insurance policy would 
serve as a substitute for the “ rebate”
Our route cut off a corner of Iowa, 
and at Davenport we cross the Mississ­
ippi into Rock Island, Ills., ten miles 
from Hampton. We we»e too late for 
connections, and neither the conductor or 
brakeman could inform us what to do or 
how to do it; didn’ t know any such place! 
we got off from one dead uncertainty and 
hunted up them—they were plenty. 
Hampton was said to be 20 miles away, 
and no train till 4,30 p. m. We waited 
till 4.30 and were told our train (freight) 
had gone by ten minutes before, without 
stopping. Another train at midnight. 
The telegraph operator for the W. U. Co. 
said there was no telegraph at II.—and 
he lied like that name, too, being employ­
ed by the day. We .were in two places 
at once—Rock Island ana a quandry.
The ticket agent reduced the distance 
12 miles, and told us to take the next 
freight to such a Junction and then walk 
thtee miles to II. We took. The con­
ductor didn’t know Hampton; another 
map said four miles trom the junction; 
agent at junction said “ two miles posi­
tive.”  Past five o ’clock —we boomered ! 
Sleepers slid beneath our feet and behind 
us like a bob-sled filled with boys and 
girls down the snow-crusted hills of Dil 
pasture. Two miles—“ and is this Hamp­
ton!”  No! “ A mile or so farther!”  But 
we got there by keeping the R. R. track, 
the Mississippi was monopolizing the riv­
er road. This little tributary to the ocean, 
or Gulf of Mexico, is now on the ramp­
age, and isn’t yet done rising.
Houghton is a pretty little villagt | 
built on a level plain along the shore of 
the Mississippi, with a hold bluff making 
up in the rear, the bluff and village being 
1 well shaded with many and large trees, 
among which the black walnut is plenty, 
j From the bluff can he obtained a beauti­
ful view of the village, the country be­
yond, up and down the river, Moline,
| Rock Island fU)d Davenport can be seen 
j some ten miles away. The two former 
: cities are Siamese twins, so to speak,
while the latter is just across the river.
This village is about the size of Strong, 
and is a coal mining town, having been 
built up and largely owned by Messrs. 
Heagy & Stoddard, a lively brace of bus­
iness men. For the past 10 or 12 years 
they have been engaged here in coal-min­
ing. and the town has grown up about 
them. There are three churches here 
and a fine school building, just finished; 
several stores, and too many drinking sa­
loons. The coal mines here gave out a 
year or two since, and H. & S. have since 
been prospecting for new fields and past­
ures coaly. They were encouraged to go 
to Matroon, 111., and sink a shaft for coal, 
which was reported rich. They sunk a 
shaft 666 feet, and as yet have not found 
the article. They think 700 feet will find 
it. A great many thousand dollars have 
been sunk in the hole, and it is hoped 
they will yet make a big strike. They 
have also located two new shafts, about 
five miles from Hampton, which promise 
all they want to do for 15 years to come. 
These shafts will occasion the building of 
a new village in that sparcely settled lo- 
calityin the course of the year.
Mr. A. R. Stoddard, of this firm, is a 
Maine man, from Pembroke, and married 
a daughter of David F. Hunter, Esq., of 
Strong—the eldest daughter we think— 
leastwise, it isn’t the youngest. Mr. Hea­
gy is a smart Westerner, and H. & S. 
make a strong team.
Hampton's population has drawn some­
what from our native State, and we meet 
here around one particular board, parties 
already named. Dr. Warren Hunter, 
wife, Charley and Nettie(a charming lit­
tle midget,) Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Balcom, 
Dexter Toothaker and a Mr. Knowles, 
from Milbridge. The Dr. is enjoying a 
fine practice and general good health— 
all the way up and down, while Sam is 
looking fat and contented as an alderman. 
He is in a Rock Island drug store. We 
find all the Maine folks apparently very 
pleasantly situated. Yours,
O, ’t is  M o o r e  than we meant.
ggp-The Editor notices in the Chicago 
Tribune a telegram dated New York, Oct. 
7, quoting Senator Eugene Hale as say­
ing “ he had heard it reported” there was 
a prospect of Gov. Dingley resigning his 
seat in Congress (after he is elected) in 
favor of Secretary Blane, and adds, “ but 
Sec’y Blane has not yet been elected to 
Congress!” He was elected Sept. 12th. 
This may be “ enterprise”  in Western 
Journalism; but the whole thing to a 
Maine man seems supremely ridiculous. 
That our Blane should want to get back 
into the House, and could be thought 
mean enough to come carpet-bagging from 
the third Maine district into the setond; 
and that Mr. Dingley would be se kind 
as to step so far out to make room for 
even Blaine, who, the old Maine Stand­
ard would have it, defeated Mr. D’s second 
nomination to the Governorship! Say, 
you Westerners, don’t mix up our politics 
that way, unless with more common sence. 
Of course, Hale didn’t say it,
gggf^The gevernment has declared that 
mutilated coin are not worth their face 
value, and has accordingly instructed its 
officials to pay only 65 cents for a dollar 
of that class; 35 cents for halves; 15 
cents for quarters and 5 cents for dimes. 
Some of our traders are paying these 
prices for them and forwarding them to 
the mints for bullion.
Extra Session of the Senate.
The extra session of the U. S. Senate, 
called by the President, convened at 
Washington on Monday. The Senate 
was called to order by Mr. Harris, and 
the proclamation of the President read. 
Mr. Pendleton moved the adoption of the 
following resolution : That Thomas F. 
Bayard, a Senator from the state of Dela­
ware, is hereby chosen Presideatpro tern. 
of the Senate. Mr. Edmonds objected, 
presented the credentials of Senators elect, 
and moved that they may be sworn in. 
This motion was rejected—yeas 33 nays 
34—Mahone and Davis of Illinois voting 
with the Republicans. After some fur­
ther motions, which were rejected, the 
resolutions of Mr. Pendleton prevailed, 
and Mr. Bayard was elected President 
pro tern. On Tuesday Senator Aldrich of 
R. I. was admitted to a seat,and Senators 
Lapham and Miller of New York, appeared 
and took the oath, and took their seats at 
the Senate board.
THE IOWA ELECTION.
The returns from all but one township 
in Des Moines, show the democrats car­
ried everything except county auditor. 
The result is a surprise to both parties. 
The vote is close. Kinne’s majority over 
Sherman is 63. Democratic majorities 
range from 60 to 600. Henry county elects 
the republican legislative tickets by a 
small majority.
Sixty-four counties almost complete re­
turns sliow total majorities of 31,220. 1 he 
remaining thirty-five counties last year 
gave Garfield 2,360 majority. It is esti­
mated by the republicans that Sherman s 
majority will be 4,800. The republicans 
estimate the Senate will stand 44 republi­
cans to four democrats and two green- • 
backers. The House 77 republicans to 
19 democrats and four greenbackers. The 
official count will not vary from these fig­
ures more than three or four either way.
THE OHIO ELECTION.
Chairman Nash of the republican state 
executive committee, says the returns 
from fifty-one out of eighty-eight coun ties 
• how a net republican gain of 2,723. It 
is estimated Foster’s plurality is over 
twenty thousand. He estimates the House 
69 republicans to 36 democrat* ; Senate, 
20 republican* to 13 democrat*. This 
estimate* leaves Hamilton county only 
two republican senators there being 
three elected. The Senate will stand re­
publicans two, democrats twelve.
&3gp*The entertainment at Union church 
next Thursday evening, consisting of 
dramatic reading, recitation*, etc., by 
Prof. J. E. Lord, promise* to be a rare 
treat. Prof. Lord is a very popular elo­
cutionist largely endorsed by the press of 
New England, and always draws a large 
audience. His selections are excellent, 
and rendered in a style both pleasing and 
instructive. It it seldom so popular and 
atlented a render visits a town like ours, 
and all should improve this opportuuity.
JggP^The Gardnier Home Journal, 
speaking of the proposed extension of the 
Maine Central to Aroostook, says :
“ Now lets build our road to Franklin 
county, and be *omebody.”
That’s right Bro. Morrell! We thought 
you were all asleep down there; but wake 
’em up, and you push at your end and 
we’ll push at ours, and ii’s “ got to come J”
T h e  P h illip s  P h o n o g ra p h , a L iv e , L o c a l P a p e r .—S i . 5 0  per Y e a r .
L o c a l  1ST otes.
—Probate notice on this page.
—Work on the depot street is rapidly 
going forward.
■—Beechnuts are plenty, and beech- 
nutters are numerous.
—Statement of the Uniom Nat. Bank 
is published this week.
-  Dr. E. A. Williams will remain in 
town two weeks longer only.
—Rev. Mr. Wheelwright will preach at 
the town house next Sabbath.
—We understand that Miss Flora M. 
Golder is visiting friends in Boston.
—Geo, Hunter, the veteran onion grow­
er, advertises a large lot of onions for sale.
—A few hard frosts and some high 
winds make the forests begin to look fail- 
ish.
—Mr. Henry Caldensaw a deer at Long 
Pond last week, while returning from 
Rangelcy.
—Mrs. Crosby’s new cottage on Avon 
Rtreet is completed, and makes a neat and 
attractive home.
—'Call at Fuller’s and see the Dining 
Room Companion, the best purler cook 
stove in the market.
—Fred Farmer has gone with others to 
Rustis, where he expects to find employ­
ment fer the winter.
—J. P. D. Jones was suddenly called 
to Augusta Friday morning, to attend the 
funeral of a relative.
.—They expect to get the new steam 
mill, at the upper village, in running or­
der by the first of January.
—We understand that Mr. Wilson 
Leal, lost .$100,00 worth of apples by the 
sudden frieze of Oct. 5th.
. The Sandy River R. R. issuses new 
times tables to correspond with change 
of time on Maine Central, to take effect 
Get, 17.
—M iss Katie Williamson,who has been- 
visiting with Mrs. J. P. D.Jones for sev­
eral weeks, has returned to her home in 
Augusta.
—Hipkley, Fuller & Cragin have just 
Put in a large stock of ready made cloth- 
tug, hats, caps, and fancy articles. Give 
them a call.
;—The Universalist Ladies Aid circle 
will meet at Lambert Hall, this Saturday 
evening. Bring your girl and let's have 
a good time.
■—Dr. O. S. Macalaster, of Lynn, Mass. 
aud Mi s C. Allen, of Providence, R. I., 
are boarding for two or three weeks at 
the Elmwood.
—W. M. Chandler met with quite a se- 
Pere accident Wednesday, by a rock fall- 
mg on his ankle, bruising it and making 
him somewhat lame.
—The Free Baptist Ladies’ Aid circle 
t^ ill meet with Mrs. Stephen Pratt and 
Mrs. Chas. Pickard, next Thursday even- 
lng- All are invited.
"-The article on the fourth page, en­
titled “ Home Again,” does not refer par- 
mularly to the editor, yet you might im- 
agme that some parts are applicable.
—In mentioning the firm of M. H. Dav- 
enport & Co., last week, we should have 
*tuted that J. H. Davenport, father of the 
f°ung men, was a member of the firm.
. —E. E. B. Sawyer, of Camp Point, 111- 
juovs, and brother of P. A. Sawyer, Esq., 
ls in town. He will soon return with his 
c nldren, who have been here several 
Months.
There will be an excursion to Bos­
un and the Mechanic's Fair next week. 
0(;»ln(i trip tickets from Farmington, $5.- 
• From Phillips to Farmington, one 
are for the round trip, 
j ~~'We are pleased to know that Rev.
’ • B. Wheelright will remain with our 
ungregationist people a year—the nec­
tary amount to pay him having been 
early raised by subscription.
B. F. Hayden presents a new adver- 
*fcnient this week which will be found 
n 3d page. Hayden has a neat and at- 
 ^ active store, well filled, is always at- 
ntive and obliging, and advertises well, 
nnsequently he takes the cream of the tra<le in his ,ine>
—W. L. Jones has opened a tailoring 
establishment in Strong, over the store of 
FI. J. Bates. Mr. Jones has lately re­
turned from Lewiston, where he has been 
learning the tailoring business.
— W. F. Fuller has just returned from 
Boston with a large stock of hardware. 
We understand he has bought a large 
stock of crockery, glass ware, lamps, etc., 
which he will open in a few days.
—Miss II. Hortie Teague, returned from 
the West Saturday evening, where she 
has been for several months. Her many 
friends in town will find her with Miss L. 
N. Brackett, where she is engaged at pre­
sent.
—Phillips Lodge of Good Templars will 
entertain visitors from other Lodges in 
the county, next Tuesday evening. Spe­
cial Deputy G. W. C. T. for Franklin 
county will be present to assist in organ­
izing a district Lodge.
—Our giant now has a rival—a young 
man 19 years old, 6 ft, 5 inches in height 
and weighing two hundred and a half. 
Giant No 2 lives in Madrid, we believe, 
and if giant No 1 wants an introduction, 
we’ ll mention names.
—Prof. J. E. Lord will give an enter­
tainment at the Union church next Thurs­
day evening, in readings, recitations, etc., 
embracing tragic, pathetic, humorous and 
dialect. Prof. Lord is highly spoken of 
as an elocutionist, and we presume he 
will give a good entertainment. Admis­
sion, 15 cents.
—F. II. Shapleigh, the artist from Bos­
ton, spent last sabbatli at the Elmwood, 
on his return from liangeley, where he 
has been for some time. lie had somo 
very fine views in oil, and many of the 
Bostonions will with pleasure recognize 
the old fire-place at O. A. A. camp, the 
view from Kimball’s, a view from Rich 
ardson’s, Frye’s Camp, and a view of the 
landing where you cross the “ carry 
from Indian Rock.
HIGHWAYMEN.
A Bold Affair in Springvale.
B o r n .—In Avon, Oct. 14, to the wife 
of Henry W. True, a daughter.
M a r r i e d . —In Clinton, Oct. 7th, Mr. 
Joel P. Beedy (formerly of Madrid) and 
Miss Rebecca Harding, both of Augusta.
O u t-o f-to w n  I t e m s .
B E A N ’ S C O R N E R .— B Y  I . A . H .
Mrs. Lucinda Chaney, widow of Thom­
as Chaney, died Sept. 18, aged about 80 
years. Mrs. Chaney had lived 55 years, 
all her married life, in the house where 
she died. Something quite unusual in 
this restless age. Our school is in ses­
sion under the care ofMiss Anna Dixon. 
This is her second term here and she gives 
universal satisfaction.
The freeze the night of Oct. 4. was a 
very unpleasant surprise to our farmers. 
Squashes, pumpkins and seed corn, were 
gathered in the next day, in a very lively 
manner.
The apple crop about here is very good 
and as it is the off year for apples else­
where farmers who have good orchards 
will make a spec.
We are much pleased with the PHONO, 
in its new form.
The sweet corn crop has been good.
Potatoes are not an average crop.
gfgiP'Th* semi-annual session of the 
Grand Lodge I. O. of G. T. of Maine, 
was held at Rockland, Oct. 12th and 13th. 
The report of the Grand Sec’y, Geo. E. 
Brackett, shows the order to be in its us­
ual good condition. Whole number of 
Lodges 294; total membership about 22,- 
000. Thirty Lodges organized since 
April, and the work will be vigorously 
pushed during autumn and winter. The 
finances are in a healthy condition. The 
Juvenile Temple department numbers 
near 5,00. The annual session will be 
held at Augusta next April.
Re p o r t  o f  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  o f  t h eU n io n  N a t i o n a l  B a n k  o k  P h i l l i p s , at Phillips, in the State of Maine, at the 
close of busines Saturday Oct. 1st 1881.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts, $44,769 32
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation, 60,000 00 
Due from approved reserve agents, 3,443 33 
Real Estate, furniture and fixtures, 676 86 
Checks and other cash items, 3,4or» 23
Bills of other Banks, 1,251 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels and
pennies, 22
Specie (including gold Treasury cer­
tificates) 1,116 00
Legal tender notes, 24 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer,
(5 per cent, of circulation) 2,250 00
Total, $106,935 98
LIA BILITIE S.
Capital Stock paid in,
Surplus fund,
Undivided profits,
National Bank notes outstanding,
Dividends unpaid,







STATE OF M AIN E, c o u n t y  o f  f r a n k l i n , 
ss: I, J. E. Thompson, Cashier of the above 
named Bank, do solemnly swear that the 
above Statement is true to the best of my 
knowledge and belief.
J. E. THOMPSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
10th day of October, 1881.
ELIAS FIELD, Notary Public.
Correct: Attest,
N. B. Be a l .
W . F. Fu l l e r , ^Directors.
R a y m o n d T o o t h a k e r ,
As Mr. W. E. Holme* was on his way 
to Springvale from Alfred Wednesday 
evening he was stopped by three masked 
men about two miles from Springvale.
He was taken from the wagon and told to 
keep quiet, otherwise he would get hurt.
After tying him to a tree with a rope from 
the wagon they searched his pockets, find­
ing about $35 in money which they took 
and left him tied to the tree. After about 
an hour and a half Mr. Holmes suceeed- 
in freeing himself. While they were ty­
ing him to the tree the horse took fright 
but being found some time in the evening 
he had done no damage to the wagon.
The rope was knotted so hard around hi* 
wrists that he was unable unaided to get 
it off, and the rope was on his wrist when 
he arrived at Springvale. His wrists were 
marked and sore, as was his mouth, from 
the rope.
T he Six t h  Co m e t .—Intelligence re­
ceived at the Warner Observatory, Roch­
ester, N. Y., from Bristol, England, state* 
that Prof. W. F. Denning discovered a 
bright new comet on the 4th inst. It is 
located in the constellation of Loo, right 
ascension 9 hours 22 minutes, declination 
North 16 degrees, daily motion 30 min­
utes, East. This is the sixth comet which 
has been seen since May 1st, five being 
new discoveries, all but two of which 
were first observed by Americans, and it 
is certainly a high compliment to the in­
dustry and skill of American astronomers 
that they have shown so fine a record.
The total amount which H. H. Warner 
has given in comet prizes during the past 
year is $1,300, which shows that the in­
terest taken in astronomical affairs in thie 
country is greatly increasing.
Times improved. Wedsed to hare on­
ly one alternative for butter,—cream. But 
man has “ wrought out many inventions.”
Suet, lard, and various other unguents 
have been pressed into the service o f but­
ter makers, and now it is said that butter 
is even made of cotton-seed oil, in New
Orleans, after months of experiment. at the Union church, Phillips, Thursday
Not content with its natural color, which evening, Oct. 20th. This entertainment
might betrav it, the inventors have sue- wiU C0"V?‘  ? f  Tra&»:’ bathetic, Humor- . . .  . . ous and Dialect readings and recitations,
ceeded in so tinting it that it may he pass - 1 Admission, I S  c t s .  Doors open at
ed off as dairy butter. The obligations of ]7 o’clock, commence at 7.30. 
mankind to science are every day increas­
ing.
Estate of Sylvester B. and 
Olive A. Thompson.
FR A N K LIN , ss: A t a Court, of Prohate holden at Farmington, within and for 
the County of Franklin, on the first Tuesday 
of October. A . D. 1881.
Elias Field, Guardian of Sylvester B. and 
Olive A . Thompson,minor children and heirs 
of Andrew J. Thompson, late of Rangeley 
in said County, deceased, having presented 
his second account of guardianship of the 
estate of said wards for allowance :
O r d e r e d , That said Guardian give no­
tice to all persons interested, by causing a 
copy of this order to be published three weeks 
successively in the Phillips Phonograph 
published at Phillips, that they may appear 
at a Probate Court to be held at Farmington, 
in said County, on the first Tuesday of No­
vember next, at ten of the clock in the fore­
noon, and show cause, if any they have 
why the same should not be allowed.
SAM ’L BELCHER, Judf/e. 
Attest, J. G-. BROW N, Register. 3t.6
Prof, J, E, LORD,
The POPULAR
E L O C U T IO N IS T ,
will give an
E ntertainment
&3f**The Rockland Free Press has 
thirteen and one-half columns, mostly 
solid nonpariel type, on the Cain Murder 
Trial, in its last issue. Newspaper busi­
ness must be pressing down that way.
The new editor of the Farmington Her­
ald is going to try and get along peace­
ably with Capt. Keyes, of the Chronicle. 
We wish him much joy .— Somerset Re­
po Her.
Mountain View House
M oosei look megun tic 
H O U S E ,
A T  H A IN E S’ LAN D IN G , 
X l i L I N r G r E I j E Y ,  M E .
C. T. R ic h a r d s o n , Proprietor.
The subscriber having purchased the above 
house, formly owned by Mr. George Soule,
A t the outlet of
RANGELEY LAKE
H. T. Kim ball, Propr.
THE M OUNTAIN V IE W  HOUSE is locat­
ed at the outlet of liangeley Lake, close to 
the Steamboat landing, and in close proxim­
ity to the best Trout Fishing in Maine. IK 
mile from Indian Rock, Parties furnished 
with Boats and guides at short notice and 
reasonable rates. Six new rooms added this 
spring and house rearranged and refitted 
throughout. New spring beds and hair mat­
tresses in every sleeping-room. Send for 
circulars. 39
Sandy River R. R.
On and after Monday,October 17,1881,trains 
will be run as follows:
Leave Phillips at 6.30 A M and 1.50 P M 
Strong 7.05 “  “  2.15 “
Returning—
Leave Farmington at 9.00 A  M and 5:20 P M 
Strong at 10.00 “  •* 6.15
and situated on the shore of the Lake from Phillips a t 6:50.
which it takes its name, proposes to open 
the House for regular summer travel the 
15th of May. Sportsmen and Summer board­
ers will find ample accommodations. The 
nearest point to the best fishing grounds on 
the Lakes. Boats and Guides provided at 
short notice. Address as above.
62 C .T . RICHARDSON*
3-37* JOEL W ILBU R, Supt.
Onions for Sale.
I have a large lot of onions which I will 
sell at 75 cts. per nushel, first quality, and 40 
eta. for second quality, to be taken at my 
farm in So. Strong. 6tf GEO. HUNTER.
8  T l ie  P h i l l ip s  P h o n o g r a p h , a  L iv e , L o c a l  P a n e r . - S 1 . 5 0  p er Y e a r .
T e rn o e ra n c e  T r u th s .
The Officer Who Never Drank.
In the early part of the late war, when 
Gen. Grant was in command of the army 
before Vicksburg, a number of officers 
were gathered at its headquarters, having 
a pleasant social time. One of them in­
vited the party to join in a social glass; 
all but one accepted. He asked to be ex­
cused, saying that he “ never drank.” The 
hour passed, and each went his way to 
his respective command.
A few days after this the officer who de­
clined to drink received a note from Gen. 
Grant to report at headquarters. He obey­
ed the order, and was soon in the pres­
ence of the general. Grant said to him, 
“ You are the officer, I believe,” for their 
aquaintance was slight, “ who remarked 
the other day that you never drank?” 
The officer modestly answered that he 
was. “ Then,”  continued the general, 
“ you are the man [ have been looking 
for to take charge of the commissary de­
partment, and I order that you be detail­
ed to that duty.” He served his country 
faithfully to the close of the war, and was 
honorably discharged, Years passed and 
Grant had come to be President. The of­
ficer had settled down to the duties of pri­
vate life, and the little incident was cher­
ished as a pleasant memory.
The trouble on the border between Tex­
as and Mexico along the Rio Grande at­
tracted the attention of Congress, and a 
commission was ordered to ascertain the 
facts and report. Again President Grant 
remembered the mail who “ never drank,” 
and appointed him chairman of the board. 
The place was accepted, and he entered 
faithfully upon the work ; the report sub­
mitted shows the thoroughness with which 
the duty was discharged.
While engaged in this work he made 
the acquaintance of a gentleman who 
owned an extensive cattle ranehe in south­
ern Texas. The acquaintance inspired 
confidence, and years after, when the Tex­
as gentleman decided to sell his ranehe, 
he placed it in the hands of the man who 
“ never drank”  and during the last month 
he has effected a sale to an English com­
pany o f the ranehe of 200,000 acres of 
land and several thousand head of cattle 
tor seven million dollars; out of whichhe 
gets a commission that will be a snug for­
tune in these hard times. The company 
that bought will enter largely upon pack­
ing beef for foreign markets, slaughtering 
their meat on their ranehe from their own 
herds. The superintendence of their 
business has been tendered to and accept­
ed by the man who “ never drank,”  and 
he goes in a few days to his new field of 
labor. This takes from Chicago one of 
her most esteemed and honored citizens, 
but it gives one to Texas who will always 
be found on the side of order and good 
government.— Chicago Alliance.
The Good Templars o f New York met 
at Albany Friday to take measures to se­
cure a constitutional amendment prohib­
iting the manufacture and sale of spiritu­
ous liquors as a beverage. Resolutions 
were adopted that each candidate for the 
Assembly and Senate should be asked the 
following question : “ Will you, if elected, 
favor' the adoption of and vote for the sub­
mission to the people o f an amendment to 
the Constitution prohibiting the manufac­
ture and sale of ale and intoxicating liq­
uors as a beverage?”
Poverty and Drink in England.
While this country is congratulating it­
self upon its general prosperity, England, 
with all its wealth, appears to have a de­
plorable amount of pauperism. Accord­
ing to: one of the speakers at the British 
Association at New York, taking the poor 
law’returns for a basis, it is estimated 
that during the present year at least 3, 
500,000 persons will apply to the parishes 
in which they live for relief. He further 
stated that the number constantly on the 
verge of destitution, who receive aid from 
friends and neighbors, is fully as great as 
the acknowledged paupers, making that 
part of England who are always on the 
borders of want, seven millions, or about 
one-fifth of the whole population. He 
attributed this mass of pauperism chiefly 
to drink, the average yearly amount, dur­
ing the last ten years, spent for alcoholic 
stimulants in the United Kingdom being 
$680,000,000. Adding to this huge sum 
the indirect cost and losses resulted from 
the consumption of liquors, comprising 
crime, disease, loss of labor, etc., he es­
timates that a billion of dollars are ex­
pended directly or indirectly for drink ev­
ery year in Great Britain. This sum is 
nearly equal to the value of all the wheat, 
barley, oats and potatoes grown in the 
United Kingdom, including the value of i 
all the milk, butter and cheese produced.
Advertising That Paid.
Johnny Manning, the sheriff' of Head- 
wood, 1). T., was in St. Louis on business, 
and he remembered that a year before a 
St. Louis man was up to Deadwood and 
left owing a man several hundred dollars, 
which was to be paid as soon as he got 
home. Manning met the man in St. Louis, 
and he said he would hand him the money 
next day; but the days passed and the 
money did not come, though the man was 
amply able to pay. So one morning Man­
ning inserted a personal in a newspaper \ 
to the effect that, if the man who left I 
Deadwood between two days did not pay j 
the money he forgot to pay, before night, 
the whole circumstance would be publish- j 
ed the next day. The notice was signed j 
“ John Manning, Sheriff of Deadwood.”  
Before 9 o,clock a young man called at 
Manning’s,hotel and said he had come to I 
pay -$20 he had borrowed to get out of 
Deadwood. Manning found out who the 
money was borrowed from, and took it to | 
the Deadwood citizen, remarking that he j 
was not the man referred to, but it was a 
mighty mean sheriff who would not carry 
money to a friend. The next man to call 
was the one he wanted, and he paid the 
money and apologized, and begged the 
sheriff to say nothing about it. During 
the day seven citizens of St. Louis called 
on Manning and paid him money for citi­
zens of Deadwood, believing the sheriff 
had reference to them in his notice, and 
after lie had gone away another citizen 
called and asked the clerk for Manning, 
but the clerk said the other fellows had 
all been there and paid up, and this man 
had better keep his money. The sheriff 
j said he always thought advertising paid, j 
but he never had it demonstrated to his j  
satisfaction before.
FOR SALE.
THE undersigned offer for sale, their meat business and all equipments for running 
it. A good trade is offered if applied for 
soon. CARLTON & TOOTH AK ER .
Phillips, Sept. 7,1881. 1 tf
A TRUE TONIC
A PERFECT STRENGTHEMER.A SURE REVIVER.!
IR O N  D I T T E R S  aro highly recommended for all diseases re­
quiring a certain and efficient tonic ; especially Indigestion, I 'gspeps. t, l. ter- 
vn!tent Fevers, V/ant of Appetite, Loss cf Strength, Lack of Lncrgy, etc. Lunches 
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act 
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such 
as Taslin / the Food, Belching, Ilcat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc. T h e  o n ly  
Iron Preparation that will net blacken tlio toetli or give 
Jieadacltc. Sold by ail druggists, \7rite for the A B C  Look, 32 pp. of 
useful and amusing reading— sent free.
BROWN- CHEDIICAIi CO., .Baltimore, M<1.
Sold by a ll M ed ic in e  D ealers  
and Country Stores.
M .  W .  H A R D E N ,
FASHION APLE
HAIR DRESSER !
Next to Barden House,
Plaillips, Maine
Clean Towel and plenty bay rum for 
every customer. *52
Thera is no eaxuse for suffering from
S | j »  s.w 3 £ « » » ■
and a thousand other diseases that 
owe their origin to a disordered 
i state o f the Stomach and Bowels, 
j and inaction of the Digestive Or- 
:ans when the use of
DR. HEfiRY BAXTER'S
W ill g ive  im m e d ia te  re lie f , a n d  
in  a s h o rt  t im e  e ffe c t  a  p e r m a ­
n e n t c u re . Alle: oui!iii|miU>n M 1i>\vh |
Biliousness, Dyspepsia, 
Indigestion, Diseases of;
the Kidneys, Torpid Liver 
ft ft e • ] mat! s m , Dizziness, 
Sick H eadache ,'Loss  of 
Appetite , Jaundice , A p ­
oplexy, P a l p i t a t i o n s ,  
Eruptions and Skin Dis­
eases, e tc ., all of winch these!
l,jf:o.'.> ">ll mjh'.'iuIv cure liy rem ovingtliec<m*e. 
Keep theSlom tch, Dowel*, mid Dijeeliee Organ* 
in good ilurking order, mid perfect, Ijcaltll 
will be tlie result. L a d ie s  anil others snb- 
j"Ct to S ic k  H e a d a c h e  will find relief! 
mu! pei iiniiient cun* h.v the use of these Bitters, f 
Being ton ic ami m ild ly  purgative they
P U R I F Y  T H E  B L O O D
by expelling all Morbid Secretions. 
P ric e  2 3  c ts . per bottle.
j For sale by all dealers in medicine. Send I 
address 18r paiup ilet, free, giving full directions. ] 
I jn;\;tY. JlUI.ASOA ii Ml !!!>, Props., Burlington. Ft.
Maine Central R.R.
Commencing Monday, June 
27, 1881.
PASSENGER TRAINS will leave FARM ­
INGTON for PORTLAND ami BOSTON,and 
for LEWISTON, BRUNSW ICK and BATH , 
at 8.50 A. M.
A M IXED TRAIN leaves FARMINGTON  
for LEWISTON Lower Station at. 3.35 P. M.. 
excepting Saturdays. Passengers taking t hit 
train can leave Lewiston at 11.20 P. M. (every 
night), connecting at Brunswick with Night 
Pullman Trains for Bangor and Boston.
PASSENGER TRAIN from PORTLAND  
arrives at FARMINGTON at 5.05 P. M.
Freight Train arrives at 1.52.
PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.
Portland, June 27th, 1881. Iy42*
Shingles For Sale.
SH A V E D  Cedar Shingles for sale at the Depot. G. D. AU STIN .
Phillips, March, 1881. Bm*29
Charles H, Yining, Dealer In
W ool. Hides and Skins. Office in store 
formerly occupied b y j .  W , Porter.
Strong, Me., April 8,1880. 6»31
i== =
T h e  ^Phillips L lio iio g ra p li, a L iv e , L o c a l P a p e r . - S I . 5 0  per Y e a r . 9
M isce lla n eo u s.
A Nocturnal Cow.
The prevailing cow for this season 
seems to be a seal-brown cow with a stub 
tail which is arranged as a night key. She 
wears it banged. The other day I had 
just planted my celluloid raddishes, and 
irrigated my royal Bengal turnips, and 
sown my hunting-case summer squashes. 
That night the blow fell. The queen of 
night was high in the blue vault of heav­
en; so too the twinkling 6tars. All nature 
was hushed to repose. I heard a stealthy 
step near the conservatory and I arose. 
It was a lovely sight. At the head of the 
procession was a seal-brown cow with a 
tail like the handle of a pump. Follow­
ing at a rapid gait was a bewitching pict­
ure of alabaster limbs and gothic joints 
and Wamsutta muslin nightrobe. That 
was the writer. By aud by there was a 
crash, and the seal-brown cow went home 
carrying the gate with her as a kind of 
keepsake. She had plenty of garden 
gates at home in her collection, but she 
had none of that particular pattern. The 
writer of these lines carefully brushed the 
Sand of his feet with a pillow-sham and 
retired to rest. The next morning I went 
out to feed my royal, self-acting hen, and 
I found this same cow wedged into the 
hen-coup. I secured a large picket from 
the fence, took my coat off' and breathed 
in a full breath. I did not want to kill 
her; I wanted to make her wish she had 
died of membranous croup when she was 
young. I brought down the picket with 
the condensed strength, and eagerness, 
of two long suffering years. It struck the 
corner of the hen house. There was a 
deafening crash and then all was still, 
save the low rippling laugh of the cow, 
us she stood in the alley and encouraged 
roe as I nailed up the hen house again, 
booking back over my whole life, it 
seems to me that it is strewn with noth 
rog but the rugged ruins of my busted 
anticipations. *l
mitte refused to raise a technical question 
about General Plaisted’s election by a 
plurality of votes; they ruled in his favor 
on the technical question which they were 
obliged to meet, about the returns. 
They manifested a creditable disposition 
to abide by the result of the election, 
without quibbling; and their magnani­
mous act certainly entitled them to the 
respect of their political opponents. We 
believe, furthermore, that their scrupu­
lous honesty was good policy as well as 
good conduct.—Portland Advertiser.
Agricultural Products of the West vs. 
Those of Maine.
The Argus should not say that “ Re­
publicans never rise above party,”  while 
Governor Plaisted is in office. When the 
returns of the last electiou camo in, they 
showed that neither candidate had a ma­
jority, and that Governor Davis had a 
Plurality if the returns should be tabu­
lated just as they stood, reckoning the 
Hiram Plaisteds and Harrison Plaisteds 
as separate candidates. Two technical 
questions arose at once, obstructing the
legitimate result of the small plurality 
which General Plaisted really had. The 
Legislature was Republican in both 
branches. The committe on gubernato- 
r>al votes was controlled by Republicans, 
^hat committe decided, almost unani- 
uiously, that the constitutional amend­
ment providing that a plurality should 
electi roust be accepted in good faith, as 
faking effect from and after its ratifica­
tion by the people and governing the com­
mitte in their report of the result of the 
Section. Then coming to the Vassal- 
boro returns, on which the plurality 
turned, they decided to admit the town 
record, not in place of the returns, which 
W(iuld be unlawful, but to aid in constru- 
lng and interpreting the return. The rec- 
ord showed that the name returned as 
Hiram M. Plaisted was really Harris M.
aisted who was accordingly declared 
eL*cted. The Republicans on that com-
The agricultural products of the “ West' 
shown at the recent State Fair probably 
captivated none of our farmers. Maine 
can and does beat the West on yie Ids of 
wheat, oats, corn, potatoes, apples or al­
most any farm product. The average 
yield of wheat in Maine is usually higher 
than that of most of the great wheat rais­
ing states of the West.
In 1879, the average yield of wheat in 
Maine, as given in the report of the U. S. 
department of Agrictulture, was 16 bush­
els per acre, while the yield in Minnesota 
was 15.6; in Iowa, 10; Missouri, 11; Kan­
sas, 11; Nebraska, 11; California, 14; 
and Texas 7.6. The average yield of 
corn that year in Maine was unusually 
low, being only thirty bushels per acre, 
but the yield in Texas was only 30 
bushels. I f  Western land agents want to 
exhibit samples of their agricultural pro­
ducts at our state fairs, they are welcome 
to do so. There is no likelihood of the 
sight being able to turn the heads of our 
farmers and make them want to go West. 
Our people are getting pretty well over 
that notion. They find that it is better to 
remain in Maine, and begin to realize 
t hat forty acres of good grass for hay is 
worth just as much as forty acres of 





(TTr a v e l e r s d
A physician says : Once being suddenly
called to see a lady acquaintance, I found 
her dead, lying on a sofa. The servant 
girl came into her room early in the 
morning to make a fire. When the girl 
went out, the lady, just dressed, threw 
herself down on the sofa, and picked up 
the morning newspaper. The lady did 
not appear at the breakfast table and at 
abouc ten o’clock they went up stairs to 
her room to see what was the matter. 
She lay on the sofa apparently asleep. 
The newspaper was in her lap, and one 
hand lay upon it, the other arm 
rested gracefully over the back of the so­
fa. There was no expression of pain on 
her face. Her position on the sofa was 
perfectly natural. There was no signs 
of a struggle, but she was perfectly nat­
ural. There were no signs of a struggle, 
but she was dead. Upon examination I 
discovered that her false teeth had dropped 
back and closed up the larynx so as to 
cut off the supply of air. She had fallen 
asleep, the teeth had dropped back and 
she had died without a struggle. She 
was a large, strong, vigerous woman, in 
good health. I believe thoroughly tha^  
she passed away without any conscious­
ness of the fact that she was dying.
Insurance G
From S5 to S 20 .
WILL INSURE YOUR LIFE
f o r  8 1 , 0 0 0







Reasons W h y  they arc Preferred to V»l 
Other Porous P lasters or E xtern al 
R em edies:
Pirst.
Because they possess all the merit of the 
strengthening porous plaster, and contain in a.j- 
ditiou thereto the newly discovered powerful and
active vegetable combination which acts with in­
creased rubefacient, stimulating, sedative and 
counter irritant effects.
Second.
Because they are a genuine pharmaceutical prep­
aration, and so recognized by the profession. 
T h ir d .
Because they are the only plasters that relieve 
pain at once.
f o u r t h .
Because they will positively cure diseases which 
other remedies will not even relieve.
F if th .
Because over r000 physicians and druggists have 
voluntarily testified that they are superior to all 
•'tlu r piasters or medicines for external use, 
S ix t h .
Because the manufacturers have received the 
•i/  medals ever given for porous plasters.
lesson’s Capcine Porous Plaster!
SEABURY& JOHNSON,
___Manufacturing Chemists, blew York.
% ttJSMiiiiffv AT LAST. Price aScte.




The above House—within two 
rolnutes walk of Depot—lias been 
thoroughly renovated and Ten 
good Rooms added, besides Toi- 
et Rooms on second floor; New Crockery 
and the best Spring Beds with bair mattress­
es to be found in the market, and New Fur- 
nitur e in part, have been put in thisSpring. 
It is intended to make this a strictly First 
Class Hotel.
The Proprietor will give bis personal atten­
tion to his many friends and patrons, and 
promises the Tables shall be second to none 
and everything entirely satisfactory.
Prices—By the day, $2.00; over night, $1.50, 
and by the week in proportion, or according 
to rooms._______________ ___  39
ELMWOOD HOUSE,
Phillips, Franklin Co., Maine.
The Most Convenient Point for Parties vis 
iting the
Rangeley Chain of J es
n the Famous Hunting and Fishing Grounds 
37 of Maine.
T H E O .L . PAGE.
•T. II. Thompson,
Accidental Death, Attorney at Law,
i34tI KINGFIELD, ME.
AND ALLOW Y O U
S 5 .0 0  PER W EEK
WHEN DISABLED.
Insure ,G1. Office.
O. M . M OO RE,
Aijout.
POSTERSil
___Printed at the P i i o k o o h a p h  Oflii• e .
BEES FOR SALE.
Pure Italian Stock—several swarms, by 
_____________ .T. H. CON ANT, South Strong.
100  Casks First, Rate Lime,
For Sale Dy
_____^ t f __________________ SEW ARD  D ILL.
+ ~ per day at home. Samples
ip o  IU  worth $5 free. Address
ly23*STNisoN &Co., Portland, Me,
i o T h e  P h illip s  P h o n o g ra p h , a L iv e , L o c a l jParier.— . 5 0  per Y e a r
luutfng aoJ fishing,
Eints for ths Early Shooting.
The first of October in a number of 
States is the opening of the shooting sea­
son, and from that time until January 1st 
almost all game is in season. This date 
is, however, much too early for most of 
the birds that we kill. The quail, on which 
most people are apt to depend, are, many 
of them, too small to shoot, and have not 
yet settled down to their regular fall feed­
ing grounds. The woodcock have not be­
gun to move in any numbers, and what 
few snipe are to be found are very “ scat­
tering.”  The ruffed grouse are, it is true, 
in good order, but in our thickly settled 
East these birds are scarcely to be found 
in numbers sufficient to make it worth 
while to out for them alone. Moreover, 
the weather is usually at this time hot and 
dry. and the foliage and weeds still thick. 
The work is hard both for men and dogs, 
but especially so for the latter. In fact, 
shooting in the early part of October too 
often bears a strong family resemblance 
to shooting in Julv.
should be able to undergo the enormous 
amount of work which, even in a single 
day’s shooting, is expected of him. The 
animal should be put through a course of 
training to fit him for the very severe la­
bor which he is obliged to perform. We 
have always considered that the easiest 
and best way to give our dogs the necessa­
ry running was to have them follow us 
when we rode on horseback. Roads 
should be chosen where the dogs can al­
ways be kept in sight, and they should be 
allowed to range in the fields but should j 
always be kept within call of the rider.— j 
The dogs having all their spare flesh ta­
ken off them by exercise, and having be­
come hard and able to stand work, should 
have a little medicine given them two or j 
three days before taking the field. Let 
each of them have at night a teaspoonful 
of sulphur, and the next morning from a 
teaspoonful to a desert spoonful of sulphate 
of magnesia, which may be dissolved in j 
water and poured down the animal’s throat. [ 
We have never believed that it was well I 
to feed dogs meat except during the sea­
son when they are at work, although we 
know that others differ with us on this 
point, and up to the opening of the shoot-
Literary Revolution.
ire won every day. In January, 1879, “ The Literary Revolution” was inaugurated by the publl 
•ation of one small volume. At present, its list, published ami in preparation, comprises nearly 
175 volumes of standard books. It gives employment to about 600 hands, and now has facilities 
for delivering to pnrehasera over five ton. or hooks :i day. To meet the popular demand for the coming twelve 
months at least 2 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  and probably 3 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  volumes will be required. The almost wonderful sho­
cks® which the “  Revolution” has achieved is, doubtless, to be attributed to its leading principles, which are •
I. Publish only books of real merit.
II. What is worth reiding is worth preserving—all books are neatly and strongly bound.
III. Work on the ba. is of the pre-cut cost of making books, wkiuhis very much less than it was a few year* 
ago.
IV. Rooks hove commonly been considered luxuries; in a free republic they ought to he considered necessi­
ties, and tile mas-cs will imy good books I y the million if prices are placed within their reach.
V. To make .Si and a friend is 1 letter than to make §3 on'y, and iOOO books sold at a profit of SI each give a 
profit of only it1000, while 1,000,000 books sold at a proiit of 1 cent each give a profit of $10,000; aud it 13 more 
pleasure as well as m ole proiit to sell the million.
L I B R A R Y  O I ' 1
VEfiSAL KN0WLED8E.
I . . . .  T iim  n  f " A  verbatim reprint o f the last (18(10) London edition of Chambers’s Eneyclopse- Lrf i C H | if ij H LlJ 111 Uil dia" with copious additions (about 15,000 topics) by American editors; the whola O u  1 / r JU 11vo»i ■ comhined under one alphabetical arrangement, with such illustrations as a-o
necessary to elucidate the text. Printed from new electrotype plates, brevier type, on superior paper, ami 
bound in fifteen elegant octavo volumes of about 000 pages each. It will contain, complete, about 10 per cent more 
than Appleton’s, and 20 per cent more than Johnson’s Cyclopedias, and, though in all respects important to the 
general reader it is far superior to either of them, its cost is but a fraction o f their price. Volumes I. to VII. are 
ready January 10, 1801, and other volumes will follow, about two each month, till the entire work is completed. 
Price, set of 15 volumes, in cloth, g | 5 .0 0 ; in half Russia, gilt top, $ 2 2 .5 0 .
As a portion of the Library o f Universal Knowledge, we issue Chambers's Encyclopedia, separately, without 
the American additions, complete in 15 \ olumcs lfimo. In this style it is printed f . om new electrotype plates made 
from very clear nonpareil type. Price, Ac:no edition, cloth, Aldus edition (finer, heavier paper, wide
margins), half Russia, gilt top, $ | g. In this style it is now complete and being delivered to purchasers.
What is the Verdict?
1 his year the weather has been especi­
ally unfavorable for early fall shooting. 
The heat and drought are something al­
most without parallel, and no dog, how­
ever good he may be, ean be expected to 
do himself justice under such conditions 
as are now prevailing along our Atlantic 
seaboard. The snipe have as yet scarcely 
made their appearance, and the rail have 
about gone, though an easterly storm may 
be likely to bring along one more flight of 
good heavy birds. Until, however, we 
have some rain and a few frosts we shall 
probably not hear of any satisfactory bags. 
Later, when November’s breath has turn­
ed brown, and wrenched from the trees, 
the leaves now so green, each of us will 
seek some favorite spot not known to the 
multitude which will yield to us a couple 
of dozen cock, half as many ruffed grouse 
and a few quail. Thither, with one or at 
most two friends, we shall repair, and 
have a day or two in the field. Old Rex 
and True will be given an opportunity to 
work off their superfluous flesh, and to 
get so tired that they will groan all night, 
aud be so stiff in the morning that they 
can hardly move. We shall make a few 
lucky difficult shots, and no doubt miss a 
lot of easy ones, which we will try to ex* 
cuse—to ourselves. At last we shall drive 
to the depot and take the train for home, 
carrying witli us our bird's—not a great 
many to be sure, but enough to excite the 
envy of some of the friends that we left 
behind in the city.
Before that time, however, it will he 
possible to find a few snipe on the mead- 
°ws, and as the blue wing tail, pidgeons> 
shovellers and black ducks are coming in, 
in fair numbers, and are to be found on all 
the rivers and creeks where the wild rice 
abounds, there will be many opportunities 
for getting occasional shots at them.
It is high time now for those who have 
not already attended to the matter to pre­
pare to get their dogs into condition for 
the fall shooting. Most dogs accumulate 
during the summer a good deal of fat 
which should begot rid of before their
ing we feed them almost wholly on vege­
table matter. When their work begins, 
however, let them have some cooked meat 
and if they are hunted regulurly they 
should have plenty of it. The very severe 
drain on the system must be supplied by 
generous nourishment.
The reports which we have received 
from various quarters would seem to in­
dicate that quail will be rather abundant 
this season. Certainly the spring and 
summer were very favorable for them, and 
it is possible that in this way the destruc­
tion of last winter may have been in part 
repaired. Ruffed grouse or partridges 
are said to be very scarce, and about oth­
er game it is as yet too early to say much.
We shall lie glad to receive from our 
correspondents in all sections of the coun­
try reports as to the abundance or scarci­
ty of game, and hope that all our readers 
will let us hear from them.— Forest and 
Stream.
AGENTS W ANTED FOR THE LIFE OF
G A R F I E L D .
Complete, containing the full History of his 
noble and eventful life, his cowardly assassi­
nation. theincidents of the sick chamber, 
and his heroic end. A Large Octavo, 
7(X) pages, fully illustrated. Just Published.
W O M A N ’S LOVE 1 LIFE
A remarkable book, beautifully written, 
finely illustrated. An eloquent plea for the 
elevation of woman,s position in society and 
at home. 140.000 copies have been sold in 
Paris and London. 4t5
JAS. BETTS & CO., Hartford, Conn.
Agents Wanted for the Life and times of
. FBE8ES1ICK DOUGLAS
Written by himself. Elegantly Illustrated. 
This work containing an account|of his|early 
life as a slave and his complete history to the 
present time, interspersed with many, thril­
ling annecdotes of his career. Tiie hundreds 
of thousands who have been thrilled by the 
eloquence of this wonderful man will highly 
prize the work. In this book the charm of 
of historical truth and the absorbing inter­
est of romance are combined in one. 4t5 
PARK PUB LISHING CO.; Hartford, Conn.
FREEDOM NOTICE.
TO ALL WHOM THIS M A Y  CONCERN: 
Notice is hereby given that I have this day
given my adotped son, Charlie W . Russell, 
his time during the remainder of his minori­
ty, to act for himself, and I shall claim none 
of his earnings nor pay any debts of his con­
tracting after this date. O. W . RUSSELL. 
W it n e s s : James S. Brackett 
Phillips, Me., Oct. 6, 1881.
Anybody cm  afford t,o own a cyclopedia EUenville, N. Y.
Wo can only repeat our hearty commendation c f  a scheme which places in the hands o f  tho people the best j literature at a merely nominal price.—Tiavelcr, Boston.
Tho day of cheap and good bocks is once more with us, and the American Book Exchange merits the praise for 
it.—Efitevpal Re jitter, Philadelphia, I’enn.
Has some rich relative left you a colossal fortune which you are spending in publishing books for the ;>eoplc at 
j nominal prices t If so, I admire your taste. But won’t tho old-line publishers be giad when it is gone!—B. f ,  Co:;o- 
I PON, Randolph, N. Y.
At those rates any man may, and every man should, have a library.—Vie Alliance, Chicago, 111.
Is doing wonders in book-making. A few dollars will purchase a good library. W. pronounce them the best 
j books for the money that ever came to our notice.—The M'alchmnn, Boston.
It is a matter of wonder how such books, in linn binding with good paper and good type, can be offered at such 
a price.—The Standard, Chicago, 111.
It is a mystery which we will not attempt to explain how the American Book Exchange enn afford to publish 
such a remarkably cheap series of books. Other publishers may be inclined to sneer at them, but o long as the 
Exchange publishes a book at one-tenth tho cost at which it is offered elsewlicre, sneers cannot hurt them.—Courier- 
Journal, Louisville, Ky.
We have heretofore given generous notices of this work, becauso we believe we are doing a favor to our 
| readers in so doing.—herald, Utica, Ohio.
Itentirely obliterates the excuse offered b yria ry  who really want a gocdcnej’c l  par-dia, but arc unable to get 
one of the expensive editions. Quitea number of our readers are subscribers for it, and express themselves highly 
pleased.—Times, Cochranton, Penn.
We know of no pubic ation of recent date that deserves so largo a share o f public encouragement ns tills one.—
| Sunday Chronicle, Washington, D. C.
The American Book Exchange is doing a very rcmarkablo work in tho reproduction of standard books at 
absurdly low prices.—Journal, I; .-ton.
The character of this marvelously low work is too well known to need much elaboration o f its merits.—Tde- 
jrajh Pittsburgh.
They are well printed and bound. Tbc'r form is vastly more convenient (linn the usual unwieldy quarto or 
octav , and their price is cheap beyond all precedent in b o o ..--making.--Sunday Capital, Columbus. Ohio.
It lias been prepared with the greatest diligence and skill, awl tho literary graces which hare been lavished 
' upon it makes its longer articles pleasant as well os thoroughly instructive and trustworthy studies. Nothing 
seems to have been omitted, and e pecially in the scientific, biograph cal, and historical articles, everything is 
brought up to the very latest date. Cnamliors’s,in fact, is the cheapest, the mo. t complete, and in all senses the best 
eucvclopaidia.— Saturday fti.jiu Cincinnati, 1830.
It has given me great pleasure i i recommend your ncble enterprise throughout Virginia. Your names will 
have to stand with those o f Ilowa d, Cobden, Nightingale, Morse, l'uilon, and Luwiii, as reformers of the nine­
teenth century.—R. S. B a r r e t t , Richmon , Vn.
Tiie books are received. I am well pleaded with them. Your company is worth more to the common peoplo 
than the Peabody Fund. It makes me feci good to look at your catalogue. You deserve the praises of all classes 
of the peopl .—Z. B. Wakrkr, Yadkin College, North Carolina.
Thousands of blessings on the man who Invented printing, thousands more for him who uses that invention for 
the benefit of hi < fellow-countrymen. The 1> oks v. Inch I have received from you are w onderful volumes lor tiie 
: money.—i). B. Coni:ling, Pastor Congregational Church, Whitewater, Wis.
Standard Books.
IJ* Macaulay’s “  England " re lured from 87.50 to $1.25; Gibbon's “  l’ ome ” from $9 00 to $9 00; Grote's
M IS ! li i J “ G reece" from $18.00 to $2.00; Rollins “ Ancient History,”  $1.75; Mommsen’s “  Rome,”  Green’s
l l l w l u i  Jr “  England,”  Guizot’s “ France.”  Menzei’s “ Germany,” Carlyle’s “ French Revolution,”  Schiller’s
“ Thirty Years’ War,” Creasy’s “  B ttles of the World,”  preparing, equally low in price.
One book by each o f the great authors who have won classic fame—life is too short to read all their
Ebers’i
bies,” '------  „ JP P l____ , ___ —  . -------------- JNHl ------
tor’s "Titan,”  I)e Stael’s “  Corinne," .'•lacdonald’s “  Alec Forbes,”  Hillock's " John Halifax,”  Bronte’s "Julie Eyre,” 
Turgeneiff's “  Father and Son,”  Kcade’s “  Love Mo Little.”
Twenty-eight standard books reduced in cost from $43.50 to $5.70; among other works 1 e'ng 
those of Carlyle, Macaulay, Gibbon, Lamartine, Michelet, Smiles, Plutarch, Liddell, Arnoki, 
etc.Biography.
~  ikesneare. large typo, 3 vols., $1.50; Milton. 40 cents; Dante. 30 cents; 3 irgil, 30 cents; Homer's n  —
Iliad,”  30 cents; Homer s “ Odyssey," 30rents; "Light of Asia," lino edition, 23 cents; Hemang’s, 60 [ lj 0  11 Y ,
Literature.
cents
Chambers's “  Olycloperdia of English Literatnre.”  reduced from $9.00 to $2.00, Taine from $10 00 
to 00 cents; Macaulay's “  Essays ” from $7.50 to $1.80; “  Modern Classics.”  live vols., from $5.00 
to 40 cents: Froissart’s “ Chronicles”  from $8.00 to $1.50; "The Koian ” from $2.75 to 30 cents; 
“  American Patriotism,” 39 cents.
Finely niui'rnted. at 40 emits ea-h. “  Arabian Nights,”  “  Robinson Crusoe,”  Bunyau’s "  Pilgrim’s 
Progress,”  “  Adsm'a fables,”  “ Munchausen and Gulliver’s Travels.”  “ Cecil’s Natural History,”  
reduced from $3.75 to $1.00. Stor.es and 3a.lads, 30 cents, “  Karl in Queer Land,”  50 cents. Juvenile.
Young's Great •'Bible Concordance”  (Spurgeon says Cmden’s is child’s play compared with 
it), reduced from $15.00 to M 00 ; Geikle’s “ Life ( f  Christ,”  from $8.00 to 50 cents; 
Kitto’S “ Cyclopaedia,”  from $10.00 to $2.00; Smith's "  Bible Dictionary," from $3.00 to 50 cents, 
“ Josephus’s W oiks,”  $1.50.'
“ Pictorial nandy Lexicon,”  250 illustrations.17 cents. “ Health by Exercise,”  40 cents.
“  Health for Women,”  30 cents. “  Cure of Paralysis,”  30 cents. “  Sayings i\v author 
of Sparrowgrass Papers,” 30 cent.'.”  Leaves from Diary ofnu Old Lawyer "$1.00.
Scott’s “ Tho Art o f Beautifying Suburban Home Grounds,”  reduced from $8.00 
P s  to $3 00. One of the finest books ever published in this country. Beecher says
b o ■ “ There is no other book that can compare with it for the wants of common
people." Geo. Wm. Curtis says: “  Is so full of good sense and fine feeling thut it should be in every village library.”
Miscellaneous.
Revolution Pamphlets.
Only books of the highest class are publisher! by us, nnd the p ires are low beyond comparison with the cheapest 
books ever before issued. T«» illustrate and demonstrate these truths, we send the following books, all complete 
and unabridged, po^t-pai !, at the prices named :
Macaulay's “ Life of Frederick the Great.”  Former price, $1.25. Brevier type, price 3 cents.
Carlyle’s ”  Life of Robert Burns.”  Former price, $1.25. Large brevier type, price 3 cents.
“  Light o f Asia.”  By Edwin Arnold. Former price, $1.5Gf Beautiful print, brevier type, price 5 cents.
Thos. Hughes’s “  Manliness of Christ.’ * Former price, $1.00. B« nutfful brevier type, price 3 cents.
41 Mary Queen of Sco s’ L fe,” by Lamartine. Former price, £1.£5. Brevier type, price 3cents.
41 Vicar o f Wakefield.”  By Oliver Goldsmith. Brevier type, beautiful print, price 5 cents.
Banyan’s “ Pilgrim's Progress.”  Bourgeois type, leaded; beaut ilul print, price 6 cents.
Descriptive catalogue sent free on request. Remit by bank draft, money order, registered letter, or by express 
Fractions of one dollar may be sent in p stage stumps. Address
regular work begins. Animals kept in the 
city are especially apt to be in a state 
which makes them utterly unfit for any 
hard and regular work. It is absurd to 
suppose that a dog which has been kept on 
chain or confined in a small yard for months
fl -P W ANTED fur the Life, Dub,
H U  's, 6“ I O  lie 8*ervices and ASSASSI­
NATION of our M ARTYRED PRESIDENT
G A R F I E L D .
By Rev. Dr. Drapper, of New Yorjc. This 
with our Manual of American Progress. Six 
Books in one. An A  No. 1 work for Home, 
Library or Counting House. 4tr>
E. B. TREAT, 757 Broadway, New York.
ARSSERiO&M BO O K E X C H A N G E ,
JOH N  B . A L D E N , M a n a g e r . Tribune Building, New York.
A rx Tr<XTr<TT? C  . Boston. H. L. Hastings : Philadelphia. I.. nrv A C o.; Cincinnati, Robert Clarke & Co..
A u L i t  L J . I i O  . Indianapolis. Bowen, St< wort & Co. : Cleveland, Inglinrn, Clark A C o.; Toledo, Brown, 
Eager & C o.; Chicago, A Wen A- Chadwick. 221 State street: Ran Francisco. Cunningham, Curtiss *  W elch; St. 
Louis, S. Tosson & C o.; in smaller towns the leading bookseller, only one in a place.
Phillips Agency, PHONO. O FFIC E .
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M is c e lla n y .
Verdict of a Michigan Jury.
One of proud Michigan’* courts was the 
scene of the following extraordinary case. 
The defendant, being distrustful of the jus­
tice, demanded a jury. A Dutch Jew con­
stable was sworn to impanel it; and the 
cause was adjourned to May 12th, 2 p. m., 
lssue having been previously joined. 
Decla ration, breach of warranty ; plea, 
general issue. May 18th, the cause came 
up for hearing, and the jury were sworn in 
due form, sat together, and listened to the 
evidence, much of which was of a nature 
such as Bret Harte would style “ peculiar.’ 
The cause lasted all day, and was finally 
submitted at 8 p. m., and the jury retiring 
to consider the verdict, after an hour’s 
heated argument delivered by two of De­
troit’s most able attorneys. Both parties 
waited till one o'clock in the morning, 
when the jury returned the following; 
l<We dot shury vot has dis case, don’t dis­
agree bout dis ting so much as we did. 
But becose of de gomplication of the ting 
have some doubts to acquit the prisoner, 
hut we say he must pay for de sofa 1-2 
Price, make the garpett so good as he was, 
and bay for de lamb and de medicem vot 
ls right, but not any doctering pills. De 
constable, for bis advice to sue in dis niat- 
tei’j shlal bay all costs, to which we all 
agree cept Sam Vayousellents who say we 
am all dam fool for such verdict, for vitch 
we fine him one dollar for gondempt of 
court. Also we has agreed.”  This ver­
dict was signed by all. Judgment accord- 
,ngly. The fun of the tli ing further ap­
pears : the proceedings were all in Eng­
lish, testimony and everything, while only 
tlie foreman of the jury could read or 
write the English language; and the bril­
liant twelve were guided to their verdict 
hy what the Jew constable, who was 
®worn not to converse w ith them, told 
them in the jury-room, in Dutch, while 
out.
A T ruk C a u s e  F o r  R e g r e t .— It 
uiakes the heart of every philanthropist 
sad to see so many worthless patent med­
icines puffed and advertised for the cure 
of chronic diseases. Usually the remedy 
ls some vile cathartic compound or al­
coholic preparation, combined with buehu 
turpentine or other severe diurt tic that 
affords the invalid only temporary relief, 
but which has no lasting effect, tint! ;n 
truth eventually brings on a complication 
°t diseases arising from a state of worn- 
out and exhausted digestive and urinary 
organs that noth ing but death can relieve, 
invalids should trust more to nature for 
their recovery. A gentle medicinal tonic 
*at stimulates enfeebled digestion and 
strengthens every part of the system by 
Jts soothing and refreshing effect on both 
U'md and body, is nature's truest and 
°*t assistant. Such a remedy is Brown’s 
r°n Bitters, a medicine surpassing the 
Sf,le of all other remedies whenever 
its merits become known, for it acts in 
such perfect harmony witli the laws of 
ife and health, that all pulmonary, urin- 
ary and digestive trouble* are prevented 
and permanently cured by its timely use. 
*t contains no alcohol, and will not black­
en tlle teeth. Physicians and ministers 
endorse and recommend it. 1
1 he other night when one of our mer­
chants was reckoning up his accounts, his 
spoke to him several times and re­
ceiving no answer said : “ you treat me 
cruelly; I fear you no longer love me.”  
he husband and father replied: “ I love 
-v°u passionately, devotedly, frantically, 
madly; but if you don't hold your jaw 
Ull I apt, these figures added, I ’ll give you 
a dip in the eye.”
OF THE LEG.
illy
led;David Kenn y the Successful Surgeon,
Money is the universal necessity, and 
none but a cynic or a fool will effect to 
despise it. Mr. Abram Ellsworth, ofPort 
Ewen, Ulster county, N. Y., had realized 
this truth. His disease involved the 
whole of his thigh bone, and the suffering 
man looked forward, not without appar­
ent reason, to death as his only deliverer. 
His family physician refused to amputate 
the limb—asserting that the operation 
would kill the patient on the spot. Dr. 
David Kennedy, of Iioudout, N. Y., who 
consulted, held a different opinion, and 
amputated the limb. The Doctor then 
administered freely his great blood spe­
cific, Favorite Remedy to afford tone and 
strength to the system, prevent the return 
of the disease, and Mr. Ellsworth remains 
to this day in the bloom of health. This 
gentleman's disease was the offspring of 
foul blood, and Kennedy’s Favorite Rem­
edy purified the blood and restored him 
tiie power once more enjoy bis life. 
Are you suffering from any disease trace­
able to the same cause? Try Favorite 
Remedy. Your druggist lias it. One 
Dollar a bottle. Bear in mind the pro­
prietor’s name and address: Dr. David 
Kennedy, Rondout, New York. 4t5
NNY MEN.
ction, I I ■
will euro you. If lacking flesh, vital, brain or 
Jnervo force, use “ W ells' Health R enewer,”  
Greatest remedy on earth for Impotence. 
I Leanness. Sexual Debility. Absolute cure for





A Positive Cure for Kidnev 
& Liver Ccmpsints and all 
Diseases arising therefrom, 
such as
DROPSY, GRAVEL. DIABETES, INFLAM  
MAT ION OF THE BLADDER. BRICK 
DUST DEPOSIT, RHEUMATISM, 
DYSPEPSIA. FEMALE COM­
PLAINTS. A ALL DISEASES 
OF THE U R IN AR Y  
O R G A N S .
A Druggist has Sold over 1,000 Bottles
R o c k l a n d , Me ., April 25. 1881.
I have sold over one thousand bottles of 
Elixir of Life Root, and have never found a 
case where it failed to give satisfaction.
\VM. H. KITTRIDGE.
Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him.
W e s t f ie l d . Ma s s .. March 28, 1881.
J. W. K it t r k d g k , Agent Elixir of Life Boot: 
Dear Sir:—Having suffered intensely for 
four years with disease of the Kidneys, after 
having during that time tried various medi­
cines without obtaining relief. 1 wasinduced 
to try a bottle of your ELIXLR OF LIFE  
ROOT, and it affords me pleasure to say that 
one bottle of it completely cured me. 1 rec- 
eoinmend it as the only valuable and certain 
cure for kidney troubles I have ever seen. 
1 would add that before taking your medi­
cine I had become so weak that I was about 
to give up work. Hoping that others who 
have suffered like myself may be so fortun­
ate as to try your valuable medicine.
Truly yours, T. F. M cM AIN. 
As a SPRING TONIC and APPETIZER IT 
HAS NO EQUAL.
One Dollar a Bottle.
Elixir of Life Hoot Oomp’y.
J. W . KITTREDGE. Agent, 
lvof ROCKLAND, M AINE.
£ ^ "A L L  DBUGG(STS SELL IT ^ga
1 vi I.. >i..-------  . . . .  _ . Jk
t Nervous Debility and Weakness of the Gen 
| eratlve Functions. Clears Cloudy Urine, stops 
K losses r r.l escapes in same. The great Re- 
i'iiable Tonic for General Debility or Special 
^Weakness. A completo Rejuvenator for Ex­
haustion, Faintness. Excesses, Advancing 
r4ge, Ague, Chills, Female Weakness, &c. 
i>Al at druggists, or by oxnress, prepaid, 
Receipt of 81.25. E, S, WELLS, Jersey r “ si 22 "H
e g g  2 —O-.S^©' gx
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I <Chapin ’s Buchu-Paiba.—A quick, com pi el 
Icure for Catarrh of the Bladder, Lnrai^
!Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male M 
Ifemale, Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficult' 
'if holding or passing Urine, Gleet BrtCJ 
Oust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Lnne,| 
w Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging.
femarting, Irritation , I n f l a ^ t i o n ,  m it e  ,
A ULUVl O,
press, prepaid, $1.25. .
Chapin’s Injection Fleur is to he usea. 
with Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure oi 
Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, |L at 
druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for *1.2 
bb prepaid, on receipt r* c > ^
~ je r s e y
Millwright and Machinist,
G AR D IN ER . -  -  - M AIN E,
AGENT for “ Burnham’s”  Standard ‘Tur­bine Waterwheel, also a large lot of 2d 
land wheels, geers, Ac., for sale lower than 
the lowest. Flour and gristmills a special­
ty. Send for prices before purchasing. 2:1
New Gazetteer of Maine
A GENTS wanted in every town to sell this splendid book. It «uimlies a real want, 
every citizen needs it. Exclusive territory 
and no  ^competion. for particulars address 
the Pub. B .B. RUSSELL,57CornliiII,Boston
ihWifTO™ a tnuwm wtebe urmamaei pTmsrmrn Bcnaa tomes nectuiBa
^ ” No other line runs Three Through Pas­
senger Trains Daily between Chicago, Dos 
Moines, Council Bluffs, Omaha, Lincoln, St. 
Joseph, Atchison, Topeka and Kansas Cit.v. 
Direct connections for all points in Kansas, 
Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming. Montana, Ne­
vada, New Mexico, Arizona, Idaho, Oregon and 
California.
The Shortest, Speediest and Most Comforta­
ble Route via Hannibal to Fort Scott. Denison, 
Dallas, Houston, Austin. San Antonio, Galves­
ton and all points in Texas.
The unepunled inducements offered by this 
Line to Travelers and Tourists, arc as follows: 
Tim celebrated Pullman fill-wheel) Palace 
Sleeping Cars, run only on this Line, C.. B. & 
Q. Palace Drawing-Room Cars, with Horton’s 
Reclining Chairs. No extra charge for Seats 
in Reclining Chairs. The famous C.. B. & Q. 
Palace Dinimr Cars. Gorgeous Smoking Cars 
fitted with Elegant High-Backed Rattan Re­
volving Chairs for the exclusive use of first- 
class passengers.
Steel Track and Superior Equipment, com­
bined with 1 heir Grent Through Car Arrange­
ment, makes this, above all others, the favorite 
Route to the South, South-West, and the Far 
West.
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury 
instead of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line 
for sale at all olliees in the United States and 
Canada.
Ail information about Rates of Fare, Sleep-
n>r C t  Accommodations, Time Tables, &c.,
.■ill bo cheerfully gjven by applying to 
J. Q. A . BEAN. Gon’l Eastern Agent,
BOG Washington St.. Boston, Mass, 
and :i17 ii.ro id wry. New York.
P e r c iv a l  L o w e l l , G en . Pass. A gt.,C h icago .
T. J. P o t t e r , General Manager, Chicago.
To A d v e r tise r s .
GEO. P. ROW ELL & CO.’S 
SELECT LIST OF LOCAL NEW SPAPERS
A n  advertiser who spends upwards of $5,COO 
a year, and who invests less than $350 of it in 
tlm List, writes: "F ou r Select Local List 
paid me better hist year T H A N  A L L  TDK  
OTHER A D V E R T ISIN G  l D ID ."
IT IS NOT A  C O -O PERATIVE LIST.
IT IS NOT A  CHEAP LIST.
IT IS AN HONEST LIST.
The catalogue states exactly what the pa­
pers are. When the name o' a paper is 
printed in FULL FACE TYPE it is in every 
instance the BEST. When printed in 
CAPITALS it is the ONLY paper in the 
place. The list gives the population of 
every town and the circulation of every 
paper.
The rates charged for advertising are 
barely one-fifth the publishers’ schedule. 
The price for single States ranges from $2 
to $80. The price for one inch one month 
in the entire list is $625. The regular rates 
of the papers for the same space and time 
are $2,980.14. The list includes 952 newspa­
pers of which 187are issued D AILY and 705 
W E E K LY . They are located in 788 different 
cities and towns, of which 2f> are State Cap­
itals, 303 places of over 5,000 population, and. 
408 County Seats. Fore py of List and other 
information address
GEO. P. ROWELL & CO..
Iy8 10 Spruce St., N. Y
W O N D E R F U L  D I S C O V E R Y .
M ETAI. T IP  LAM P H I C K !
Pat’ ll Dec. 7 , 18SO. _
Gives a Brilliant. White and Steady^"
light, requires no trimming, and lasts for 
months. Sample wick 10 cts.^ 3 wicks 25 ois., 
12 wicks 75 ots.. postage paid. Have three 
sizes, A . B and D. Agents wanted,. Address, 
M ETAL TIP LAMP WICK CO.
4t3 70 Cortland St., New York.
$66lv23
a week in your own town. Tenrsiuid 
$5 outfit free. Address 
H . H a l l e t t  & Co., Portia .d , Me.
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F u n  an d  P h y s ic -
Blest be the tie that won't work around 
under one’s left ear.
Sitting down on a hornet’s nest is stimu­
lating but not nourishing.
Missouri train robbers are men of iron 
nerve and steal disposition.
If a man’s aim in this world be good, 
tiie chances are that he will miss Are in
the next.
Many who long suffered from nervous 
debility would now- be in their graven had 
they not used Brown’s Iron Bitters.
“ Young man, do you believe in a future 
shite?’ . “ In course I duz; and, what’s 
more, I intend to enter es soon as Betsy 
gets her things ready.”
Surely truth is stranger than fiction. 
One druggist alone has sold more than a 
thousand bottles of “ E l i x i r  o f  L if e  
R o o t , ”  and has never found a case where 
it?has failed to cure. How is that for a 
record?
A Detroit man undertook to eat a peck 
of plums to keep them from spoiling, and 
the neighbors for half a mile around wish­
ed that he had let the plums spoil.
“ Is there much water in the cistern, 
Biddy?”  inquired a gentleman of his ser­
vant girl. “ It is full on the bottom,”  she 
r eplied, “ butthere’s none at all on the top.”  
Women that have been bedridden for 
years have been entirely cured of female 
weakness by the use of Lydia E. Pink- 
ham's Vegetable Compound. Send to 
Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 233 Western 
Avenue, Lvun, Mass., for pamphlets. 2t5 
Raw oysters are the only fruit which, 
eaten at night, won't get up in the small 
hours and kick the plastering all off the 
inside of a fellows stomach.—Rockland 
Courier.
She laid her cheek on the easy-chair 
back against his head and murmured: 
“ How I do love to rest thus against your 
head, Augustus !” “ Do vou?” said he. “ It 
is because you love me.”  “ No, because 
it is so nice and soft.”
“ I t  is C u r in g  E v e r y b o d y , ”  writes a 
druggist. “ Kidney-Wort is the most pop­
ular medicine we sell.'’ . It should be by 
right, for no other medicine has such spe 
cific action on the liveA, bowels and kid­
neys. If you have those symptoms which 
indicate biliousness or deranged kidneys 
do not fail to procure it and use faithfully. 
In liquid or dry form it is sold by all drug­
gists.—Salt Lake City Tribune.
Adolphus1 courage was up. Falling on 
his knees he cried : “ Angelina, dearest,
. make me the happiest of men by accepting 
my heart and hand.” Casting one look 
at the great paw Angelina thrilled in every 
fibre as she replied sweetly : “ O, Adol­
phus, this is more than 1 expected.”
Two old ladies, evidently from the sub­
urbs, were walking up Water street, Au- 
ista, when one of them discovered a 
hunch of bananas. Stopping to look at 
them she exclaimed, “ Well, I do declare, 
if them ain't bigger string beans than I 
ever saw in Somerville.”
P o n d e r  o n  t h e s e  T r u t h s .—Kidney- 
Wort is nature’s remedy for kidney and 
liver diseases, piles and constipation. 
Sediment or mucous in the urine is a sure 
indication of disease. Take Kidney-Wort. 
Torpid liver and kidneys poison the blood. 
Kidney-Wort revives them and cleanses 
the system. Headache, billious attacks, 
dizziness, and loss of appetite, are cured 
by Kidney-Wort. See adv.
A little girl remarked to her mamma, on 
retiring to bed: “ I am not afraid of the 
lark.”  “ No, of course you are not,” re­
plied her mamma. “ I was afraid once, 
v, hen I went into the pantry in the dark 
ro get a tart.”  “ What were you afraid 
of?”  asked her mamma. “ I was afraid I 
could not find the tarts.”
“ You don’t seem to have made much 
money bringing your pigs down here,” 
is remarked to a farmer who had driven 
his hogs seven miles to market and sold 
them for precisely what had been offered 
him before he left home. “ Well, no,” 
said the agriculturist, pensively, “ I hain” 
made much money : but then,’ ’brightening 
up, “ you know I had the company of the 
hogs on the way down.”
§£gp*Having purchased the store for­
merly occupied by S. S. W illiam s, and 
filled up the same with a well selected 
stock of
DRY & FANCY
W E SHALL SELL
Consisting of
Cotton Goods, Cotton and 
Worsted Dress Goods, Cam­
brics, Cassimeres, Cloakings, 
Prints, Ginghams, Damasks, 
Plaids, Suitings, Denims, Clie- 
voits, Towels,
Ladies’ & Gent’s
At a Sacrifice, to Make Room for a
-NEK A. FEW  OE OUli
and Hose.
Also a full line of Groceries, 
Propiietary Medicines, Sta­
tionery and Confectionery.
We sire prepared to sell 
Cheap for Cash.
A line of shop-worn goods selling 
below cost.
Produce taken in exchange 
for Goods.
M. H. DAVENPORT & Co.,
Phillips Upper Village, Me. 1 vo
IAN0S, ORGANS,
P R I G
And Call for Furlher Information.
S E E S  $4, 6, 8.50 S nd
Former Prices ,^ S5, 8 , 10 and 11.
JggP’-A Proportionate Reduction in Prices of
SEPARATELY.
cK J j ^  I $ 
Instruments of standard makes, only. Or­
ders filled for any book or Musical Publica­
tion, at lowest terms. Correspondence so­
licited. X ji.  IF *. i A T o F o t t ,  
6m*4o Wilton, Me.
5ooo AGENTS W AN TED  to sell the life of
Knowlton Printing House,
FARMINGTON. M AINE.
Knowlton &. McLeary, Propr’s.
£ ^ “ A1I kindsof line Book and Job Print­
ing executed with dispatch. In fact, any­
thing from a Card to a Mammoth Poster.— 
Orders by mail promptly attended to. ly*31
B. T. PALIIKIER,




{:?£*■“ Repairing Fine Watches a specialty 
Over 25 years experience. Watch Cases pol­
ished without extra charge. 3-62*
D. H. TOOTHAKER,
Deafer in
DRY GOODS & GROCERIES,
5 Beal Block, Phillips, where 
Good Goods at Low Prices
2 is the order of the day.
L. A. D ASCO M B,
P H YSIC IA N  & SURGEON,
PHILLIPS, M AIN E.
Office and Residence with C. C. Bangs.
__________________ 3 m 4 2 * _____ ______________
R F A T T V ’8 o r g a n s  n stops 5 set goid- 
O  X.H I I I en tongue reeds only $86. A d ­
dress Daniel F. Beatty, Washington. N. .T.
Nice Job Work at this Office
Cheaper than the Clotli Can be Bought.
Men’s S H IR TS , 2 5  and 5 0  cents each.
Wholesale Prices on Hats and Gaps.
WOOLENS MARKED DOWN.
g: T a ilor in g  b y  Ho W . T O T E .
The BEST STOCK of NECKWEAR in the County.
&gtP*We shall continue to carry our Large Stock of
D R U G S ! MEDICINES,
SCHOOL BOOKS AND STATIONERY,
--------- AND OFFER---------
-IN-
Hinkley, Fuller & Cragin.
